
THE LIVING LAND, LAND BELOW AND OTHER LOST WORLDS

INTRODUCTION

   When Baruk Kaah entered the Nexus of Reality, he created a link between it and Takta Ker.  When he died, and the World Storm spread across 
Earth, it crossed from the Nexus into his Home Cosm.  It spread from there across a hundred Maelstrom Bridges, bringing Possibility Energy to dead
worlds.  In the process, created even more Possibility Energy.  
   When Opiataga found Rek Pakken, he had a vision.  He saw the Cosmverse overran by the remorseless vengeance of the ustanah.  And he prayed 
to Lanala to show him how to protect life from the Dead Who Have Returned.  Lanala answered him, and his vision was shared by Rek Pakken.  The
Darkness device reached out to the Stelae planted across the surfaces of the many cosms conquered by Kaah.  Zone after zone was consumed, and 
the reality of the Living Land was reshaped.  But the process was not instantaneous, like Ebenuscrux creation of the Cyberpapacy.  
   Opiataga gathered the Jakatts of the Western Land, and shared with them his purpose.  They proclaimed him Saar, and followed him away from the
land being consumed by Lereholm's winter, and traveled into the Land Below.  As they brought their reality with them, the Jakutta, led by Ketteg, 
planted Stelae.  After more than a year, they arrived in the hollow ruins, where Merretika once existed.  It was amid the remains of Helephez, the two
Lost Worlds realities were merged – and Opiataga was High Lord of both.  Axioms shifted.  World Laws merged.  The many worlds of the Living 
Land and the Land Below became interconnected.  Dimensional Warps and Gates cause worlds to appear within the Mist, or rather for those 
traveling in one part of the Living Land to find themselves in another world, or distant part of the cosm or realm they just left.
   This has also brought more ustanah to the surface from Arachnidia.  Now that the followers of Lanala and Stalek have returned to the Eastern 
Land, a war began so long ago has resumed.  Opiataga has vowed to find Arachnidia and use the power of Rek Pakken to bring True Death to the 
ustanah.

Terms:
Takta Ker – The home cosm of the Living Land.  
The Living Land – Any cosm, or realm within a cosm, where the Deep Mist holds sway.  
The Land Below – A cosm consisting of a vast cylinder of earth, in which their any endless caverns and domed worlds.  It shares the same axioms as 
the Living Land, but individual areas have their own World Laws.
Domed Worlds – Large regions within the Land Below, with their own unique ecology.  Some of which have their own World Laws.  Arachnidia, 
Inferno, Gehenna, and Monster Island are the most well known remaining realms.
Lost Worlds/Pocket Worlds – The remnants of worlds conquered by the Living Land, which interconnect with random places within the reality for a 
time, then vanish again.  A traveler who wanders into one such realm, might end up in a far distant part of the Living Land, and need to travel across 
Maelstrom Bridges, or through numerous other such dimensional warps, in order to return to the cosm they began their journey in.  These realms 
may have their own World Laws, or even Axioms.
Land Above/Eastern Land – the most common names for the region, both within stelae boundaries, and permanently burned into the Eastern United 
States on Earth.  This region is bounded by the Appalachians, and a ring of semi-active volcanoes.

   This Cosmbook details the various aspects of the Lost Worlds.  Chapter One covers the Axioms and World Laws of the Living Land, Arachnidia, 
and Tz'Ravok – the three most significant aspects of this realm.  Chapter Two discusses the Living Land, its major personalities, and religions.  
Chapter Three reveals the details of Arachnidia, and its part in the spreading Ecology of Fear.  Chapter Four brings the Land Above into the Near 
Now, as well as providing details on some of the Domed Worlds of the Land Below.  Chapter Five establishes the rules for Character Creation, 
Skills, various special abilities, and equipment of the Lost Worlds.

CHAPTER ONE
AXIOMS AND WORLD LAWS

Axioms
Magic Axiom: 0 (12) 
   The Living Land/Land Below has no actual magic, most mysticism is an aspect of the spiritual axiom. The Law of Wonders allows for the use of 
the Engineering Skill, permitting magical constructions equivalent to Axiom 12.
   Fairly strong magics are possible, although they are most often used by the highly magical creatures found in the pocket worlds.  Many creatures 
have inherent magical abilities, while other creatures and entities are wholly dependent upon magic.  A prime example of this phenomenon is the 
Ungrosh, the giant ape. Without the high magic axiom his bones would shatter from the tremendous mass of his body.  Numerous ancient objects 
imbued with magic, forgotten and lost with the collapse of ancient civilizations, may also be discovered within the Lost Worlds.
   Magic is also used to sustain stunning structures, such as buildings, temples, massive fountains and other amazing monuments of civilization.

Social Axiom: 8
   For most folk, the tribe is the most complex social unit a group can form.  It is important to note that in general the tribe will supercede the family 
unit in the cosm.  The cosm has a high casualty rate and there is no guarantee that the parents of a child will live long enough to raise him to 
maturity.  For this reason, the tribe is the central unit for all concerns.  While families may stay together within a tribe, the connection is not as strong
as the connection with the tribe.
   The social axiom is not much of a factor within the caverns simply because there are not that many intelligent inhabitants to use the axiom.  There 
are many humanoid tribes in the caverns, but they seem to concentrate on warfare over food or territory.  
   Within the Land Above, all of the societies except for the Pyrians operate on a simple tribal or village basis, with powerful individuals ruling either 
through religion or sheer physical power.  The Keefee operate at a tribal level, but they have a remarkably peaceful, freedom loving society where 
every individual has an equal amount of power and decisions are reached by agreement and negotiation.
   The Pyrians have achieved the only well known City-State, with many lesser subjects.  They also have a moderately well organized military.  
However, more complicated social organizations such as legislative bodies, or distributed power structures are beyond the social axiom of the realm. 
Characters who belong to complicated organizations, such as a Core Earth military unit, will find that their memories of the organization grow foggy 
when in a pure zone.  A character will remember his allegiance in terms of the tribe, social responsibility, or perhaps slavery depending on the 



character's disposition toward his organization.
   An important effect of the low social axiom in relation to the Possibility Wars is that the complicated military strategies and organizations of our 
modern armies frequently malfunction when in the Living Land.  When working above a company level (about 100 to 150 men) there is a good 
chance that the coordination of soldiers will not be carried off properly - a great hindrance to military planning, but a boon to the Jakatts who do not 
work with strict plans but simply swarm their opponents in wild frenzy.
   Justice systems among the people of the Lost Worlds are crude and direct, especially amongst the Leopard Men and Darooni.  These people use 
trial by ordeal, such as running a gauntlet of club-wielding men, sticking a hand in boiling water, or trial by combat.  If the defendant endures the 
trial, he is deemed innocent. The fact that the trial is often punishment enough is often overlooked.
   Death sentences are rare since banishment from the protective custody of the tribe is seen as the equal of death.  A few individuals wander the Land
Below alone, having been banished from their tribe.  Such people are often still loyal to their tribe unless they were banished unjustly.
   The Pyrians often use testimony from witnesses and the accused, with Lord Ar or one of his ad visors making final judgement.  While the trials are 
fair, punishment for the guilty is often severe, including torture and enslavement.  The Pyrians are rapidly developing, through use of a centralized 
city, taxation to support an army and a social system that demands constant work and no time for recreation.  The people are aggressive and 
ambitious, and likely to overwhelm many of the other Merretikan societies when they decide to expand.

Spiritual Axiom 24: (17)
   The cosm and realm of the Living Land is very spiritually rich.  Due to the high axiom, Keta Kalles is the only non-contradictory religion.  
Worship of Rek Stalek exists, but its adherents must be possibility-rated, because it is a one-case contradiction to call upon the death god.
   All inhabitants of the Living Land have access to miracles of faith.  Jakatts and Jakutta may use prayers of their faith without the need for the focus 
skill.
   Within the many Pocket Worlds, Spiritual energies not quite as powerful, but most intelligent creatures have developed their own belief system.  
Most of the religions are monotheistic although some of the tribes in the caverns believe in so many deities that there are two or three gods to protect 
each tribal member.  Some, but not all, of these belief systems have a small number of unique miracles.
   Most of the Merretikan religions share some characteristics, although the worship practices and faith are different for each religion.  Spiritual 
powers are strong and miracles are an integral part of life for the inhabitants of the realm. 

Technological Axiom: 8
   The low Technological axiom of the Living Land makes only simple tools and weapons possible.  Remember, the Tech axiom limits what a 
character can think of to solve a problem.  A character from the Living Land with a high intelligence will be able to heal someone with primitive 
medicine, but could not perform brain surgery no matter what his skills, because thinking to that degree is simply not possible.  
   There is a great diversity of technological use among the civilizations in the Lost Worlds.  Due to the dangerous nature of the caverns many tribes 
are nomadic and have had scant chance to develop much beyond basic weapons, medicines, and domesticated creatures. Less "practical" items such 
as mathematics, permanent buildings, tool construction and writing are not available to most tribes since survival is so difficult.  
   Most of the tribes in the Land Above still rely on hunting and gathering as their major means of survival. The abundance of game and edible flora 
in the realm make it possible for these tribes to settle instead of being nomadic.  They use sticks, spears, and light bows to hunt birds and other types 
of small game. The Darooni Wasp Riders are able to hunt large game because of the giant wasps and their venomous spears.
   Since food in Merretika is so plentiful, many of the tribes construct permanent buildings.  The Keefee are the only tribe to actively practice 
medicine, the arts and science.  Agriculture is practiced whenever convenient, except for the Pyrians who depend on agricultural areas far away from 
Tanta Kallar.
   The Pyrians are more advanced socially, which has given them the time to develop new technologies no one else has.  They are well versed in 
science engineering, the arts medicine, agriculture and weaponry.  They depend upon writing instead of oral tradition and use simple plumbing.  The 
Pyrians use copper and bronze for most of their metal working and are slowly incorporating iron and other harder metals into their civilization.  Iron,
however, is contradictory, and shatters easily.  The maximum armor allowed through the tech level of the axiom is +4 (with fatigue).
   Some Pocket Worlds have access to higher technology, due to local world laws.

World Laws
Law of Lost Things
   A common hazard in the Living Land is the loss of valuable objects.  It is the nature of the realm that living beings will be separated from their 
non-living objects. Guns, spell books, backpacks with food - all are frequently lost in desperate moments. 
   Player characters can lose equipment in the following ways:
• When fighting a creature, a claw's wild swing might tear at a knapsack without the character knowing it.  An item might become loose and slip out 
without anyone realizing it until much later.
• If the player character's camp is attacked in the middle of the night by creatures or Jakatts (a common occurrence) the characters may not have the 
presence of mind to either grab everything when they flee or prevent something from being trampled underfoot before they drive the attackers back.
• When fording a river, a character can fail an agility check and drop something into the fast-moving water he is crossing.
• Vehicles often crash when their driver is surprised by giant lizards that loom suddenly out of the thick Deep Mist or the wheels become entangled in
the Living Land's fast growing vines.  Supplies, weapons and ammunition are often destroyed in the obligatory explosion.
   When there is a chance a player character might be able to rescue something from a disaster (a crash or an ambush, for example) have the character
make a Mind roll against a difficulty number of 12.  If the character makes the roll, he may attempt to salvage the item (enter the burning wreckage 
and grab the maps, dive under the giant lizard and retrieve the guns before they are crushed, etc.).
   The gamemaster is under no obligation to remind the players that their characters are about to lose something important.  Only if a player mentions 
it does a character have a chance to make the roll.  The player must declare what his character is trying to rescue.  Another player might try for the 
same object, to increase the chances of recovery, or grab for another object.  After all the rolls have been made, if there is anything left that could be 
destroyed that matters to the group, or if an item was temporarily forgotten about (i.e. the Mind roll was failed) the gamemaster should determine a 
way to get rid of it. 
   The gamemaster should have fun inventing new ways of removing objects of value from the player characters, leaving enough material so that the 
heroes can survive, but taking enough to make things tense.  This is one of the prices to be paid for entering a savage land.  Gamemaster's should 
permit players to retain, or recover, special items, such as Spell Books, Gizmos, or Eternity Shards.
   Another effect of the Law of Lost Things is the destruction of clothing.  Characters will find themselves reduced to loincloths and tattered shirts 



after spending a few days in the realm.  This gradual destruction takes place in many ways: thorns snagging fabric as characters walk through the 
jungle, natives trading their own clothing for the characters' wardrobe as peaceful greeting gestures, and combat always results in the shredding of 
fabric.  Characters will always be left with enough rags for modesty's sake, but not much more.  Some areas, such as Tanta Kallar, don't lend 
themselves to situations that destroy clothing.  Suits of armor and other special outfits fare slightly better than regular apparel in the Land Below (the
gamemaster should reduce armor values and give plausible explanations).  

The Deep Mist and the Compass Curse
   The Deep Mist covers the entire surface of Takta Ker.  It is a thick, gray fog that extends in all directions.  On Earth, the mist fills the entire area 
bounded by the Living Land stelae and reaches a height of one mile.  The Pocket Worlds are not subject to the Mist.
   Unlike most mists on Earth, which we connect with cool mornings or evenings, the Deep Mist of the Living Land is warm and humid.  It is not the 
product of weather conditions, but an almost mystical creation that spreads heat and moisture throughout the conquered lands.  While most of the 
invaders find it quite comfortable, especially the edeinos, to Earth folk the mist creates a perpetual hot and muggy day without sunshine.  It also 
produces strange echoes and muffles sounds.
   The mist creates its own weather, so that no matter what the weather is like outside of the realm, it is warm within.  The winter of North America 
has no effect on the territory taken by the Living Land. 
   On a clear day (one without cloud cover in addition to the fog) the Deep Mist reduces the range of normal vision to 30 meters, and on a cloudy day 
the range is reduced to 20 meters.  In either condition, objects can only be seen in detail within 10 meters.  Beyond 10 meters, up to the range of 
vision, objects only appear as silhouettes and shadows.
   At night, a person carrying a lantern or flashlight, or using the headlights of a car or truck, can only see a maximum of 10 meters. More powerful 
light sources have no positive effect since the beams of light are so diffused by the mist after 10 meters that a wall of white light is created.  This 
diffusion of powerful light beams can sometimes even shorten the range of visibility.
   A second property of the Deep Mist is that it is almost impossible to use celestial objects for navigating one's way across the land.  At night the 
stars and moon are so obscured. that they cannot be seen in detail.  At best, on a night with no cloud cover, they produce a deep white glow overhead 
which lets a person see a full 10 meters without a light source.
   The sun is a bit more helpful, but only somewhat.  The sun's light is also diffused to a tremendous degree, so that in all directions there is a soft, 
yellow glow. Looking overhead on a cloudless day, the well-trained explorer might be able to discern which quarter of the sky the sun is in, but it is 
not an easy task.
   The second feature is the Compass Curse.  Any navigational device that depends on the magnetic poles to determine direction will not work.  The 
object itself is not affected, but the flow of magnetic fields through the area bounded by Living Land stelae is.  The miracle takes the flow of the 
magnetic fields and randomly twists them a round.
   In this way, a possibility-rated character cannot "'activate" his compass, for it has never stopped working.  The compass simply responds to the 
random fluxes of the magnetic field, “correctly” finding north in one direction, and then in another.
   Between the Deep Mist and the "'compass curse" (as it has come to be called by Core Earthers), travel through the Living Land is a terribly tricky 
business.  In fact, it would be nigh impossible if not for the direction sense skill. 

Lanala's Love of Life
   Perhaps the strangest quality of the Living Land is the Deep Mist's mystic corrosiveness.  The mist accelerates the decaying process for something 
that was once alive but that can no longer grow.  Thus, an apple that falls from a tree will rot quickly in the Deep Mist, for it can no longer draw 
sustenance from the tree.  In this way the Living Land is assured a quick turnover of life.  Dead things rot quickly and provide soil for the new life to 
come.  There is no place for idleness in the Living Land.
   The rate of corrosion is set by how long ago the object stopped being “alive” Anything that dies within the Living Land typically decays within 24 
hours.  Food that is brought into the realm will decay at a faster rate, depending on how long ago it stopped growing.  The rate of decay triples each 
day after the substance stopped growing.

        CORROSION CHART
Killed Will Decay In
That day 24 hrs.
1 day ago 8 hrs.
2 days ago 2 hrs, 40 min.
3 days ago 53 min.
4 days ago 18 min.
5 days ago 6 min.
6 days ago 2 min.
1 week ago 40 sec.
   It is clear from the chart that carrying food from something that stopped growing more than four days ago is impractical.  A can of Spam that has 
been sitting on a shelf for a few weeks will shrivel up almost as soon as the lid's seal is broken.
   The rotting of the substance includes its breakdown to nothing more than something fit for flies.  Along the way, the food will become increasing 
unappealing, possibly becoming infested with bacteria.  For all purposes of health, food can only be eaten within the first third of rotting time listed 
on the Corrosion Chart.  Thus, rations from a creature that died three days earlier will only be edible for about 15 minutes.
   Food must be in a vacuum-sealed container to be safe from the mist.  Containers of this sort are made of metal or glass, though glass containers are
impractical for wilderness exploration.  Synthetic foods, such as junk food, sodas and so forth, are not affected by the Deep Mist.  However, such 
foods do not have nearly the nutritional value needed to survive hard hikes in the wilderness, and can only be used as a short term emergency 
measure. 
   In the Living Land, you live for the moment.  Anything that dies within Lanala's sight (within the Deep Mist) is subject to rapid corrosion. 
However, dead items brought in from Core Earth are not subject to this effect (which is why realm runners are doing a booming business). 
   Hides, leathers, wood and bone equipment created in the pocket worlds, or by the Jakutta, is treated with special, but common, substances, which 
allow them to survive for about three months if brought into the Mist.



Law of Savagery
   The most pronounced effect on life in the Lost Worlds is a result of the Law of Savagery.  The people of the realm (even the "advanced" Pyrians) 
appear primitive, with a seeming penchant for mayhem just lurking below the veil of civilization.  Characters who flip over to this reality will find 
their strategy in combat shifting from tactical melee to savage, blood-letting fury.  The Keefee seem to place combat at a much lower priority, but 
considering their diminutive nature, this shouldn't be surprising.
   The Law of Savagery heightens rage during combat.  This has two effects on game play.  First, a player may only use Drama or Hero cards from 
his pool during combat for physical attacks or to reduce damage.  Second, when Attack is an approved action, players will only get an additional 
drama deck card if they use the All-Out Attack option.
   In addition to these game mechanics, the gamemaster can encourage the players to get into the spirit of the fight.  Any characters who are naturally 
inclined towards savagery, like many Living Land templates, will feel the effects even more strongly.  These characters may decide to All-Out Attack
at every opportunity if their players so choose.  The Gamemaster should consider rewarding players who fully role play the savagery effects with an 
extra possibility point at the end of each act.
   There are a few physical side effects of the Law of Savagery. Male characters will find that their body hair grows at an alarming rate.  Beards are 
grown in a few days and chest hair will become thick within a week.  Female characters will find that their scalp hair grows at this incredible rate and
after a week, their hair will reach their waists or even their ankles if their hair was already long.  The new hair growth can be cut or shaved normally 
if the tools are at hand, but the hair will quickly grow back again.  Many of the native tribes regularly cut their hair out of tradition.  Some have 
salves which slow, or remove the capacity to grow hair.  Most Pyrian men use such methods to prevent beards.
   The other physical side effect of the Law of Savagery is that physical attractions become heightened as the animalistic effects of the law take hold. 
Members of the opposite sex will appear more attractive to one another and latent love interests will flare to bold passion.  Characters who play a 
romance subplot while adventuring in the Living Land or Land Below receive one extra possibility point at the end of each adventure act.  Also, any 
Charisma-based test involving a member of the opposite sex receives an automatic +3 to effect (as if a Presence card had been played). 

Law of Action
   The savage worlds are a realm of heroic action.  A rush of adrenalin makes the impossible become possible.  Every pit can be spanned with a 
heroic leap.  There is always a vine on hand to swing to the next tree in the daring pursuit of the kidnapped maiden.
   In game terms, the Law of Action allows possibility-rated characters to spend two Possibilities on actions and apply either result (but not both) to 
her die total.

Law of Wonders
   The Law of Wonders has created many engineering marvels in the Land Below that are very similar to the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World of 
Core Earth.
   In game terms, the Law of Wonders allows the construction of temples, palaces and other buildings which greatly exceed the tech axiom through 
the use of the engineering skill.  The skill functions in the same manner as the Nile Empire engineering skill, and only applies to buildings and 
structures (which indicates that, perhaps, in the distant past Earth's magic axiom was 12 and the ancient Egyptians used the engineering skill).  
Within the Land Above, only the Pyrians use engineers, and they are closely monitored by the Fire Priests.
   The Law of Wonders is also responsible for the existence of fantastic creatures that could not survive without the use of a Magic axiom of 10 or 
better.

Arachnidia Axioms and World Laws
   Arachnidia has the same axioms.  Spiritual power is their primary strength.  The dome makes full use of the Spirit 24, and any non-ustanah 
miracles performed in Arachnidia will be a one-case contradiction.  Though within the realm, the axiom is only 17.  This turned the original 
edeinos/ustanah war into a bitter religious crusade that made the fighting even more vicious. Now this domed world is the last stronghold of the 
ustanah and their religion. 
   ustanah society is a cross between an anthill and a city state of Classical times on Earth. As with spiritual power, the Social axiom has been pressed
to the limit here.  The queen of the hive directs all activities, which mostly consist of gathering food. Each ustanah adult gathers his or her own food; 
any surplus gleaned during the day is placed into a communal storage building. Among other things, this food supports the troops of the ustanah 
standing army, which defend the hunters and gatherers from the domed world's more dangerous wildlife.

Law of Cooperation
   From the unanimity of onslaught similar to that of an outraged hive of bees, the ustanah have evolved battle tactics that take full advantage of the 
principles of cooperation.  The Law of Cooperation demonstrates this quite well. Whenever two or more characters are working together toward a 
common goal, such as fighting the same individual enemy or using their combined Strength totals to lift a heavy object, they receive a +1 to their 
efforts.
   There is, however, only a single modifier for characters making a single combined effort, as in the lifting example given above or the heavy 
weapons skill roll for the operators a single crew-served weapon.

Law of the Hive
   If Arachnidia is the last refuge of the ustanah race in the cosmverse, then the hive city is their last refuge in the domed world. Consequently, any 
characters foolhardy enough to attack the hive will discover the hard way that hives are fiercely defended. Characters defending a hive receive a +2 
bonus to actions taken to protect it. This includes use of the dodge, maneuver, melee combat, missile weapons, unarmed combat, fire combat, 
willpower and intimidation skills and - for those who have it - the reality skill as well. The rare ustanah shaman may also use it for their faith rolls 
when casting combat miracles.
   A consequence of the Law of the Hive, is that characters who transform in this realm will find their loyalties shift.  They become servants of the 
hive.  Possibility-rated characters who disconnect will face the same fate if they do not re-connect within their Spirit in days.

Law of Wonders
As per Living Land.



Tz'Ravok Axioms and World Laws
   Portions of the Land Above Realm, are conforming to the reality of the Ravagons.  These areas have their own Axioms and World Laws.

Magic Axiom: 7
Magic is not a primary part of life on Tz'Ravok. The low Magic axiom reflects the fact that no natural magic system exists on Tz'Ravok. While the 
dimension can support some small amounts of magic use, few, if any, ravagons want anything to do with it.  Using magic requires vast amounts of 
power for little effect. Only through complicated and time-consuming rituals can inhabitants of the cosm call upon alteration magic, and the 
prevalence of spiritual power and miracles has hampered even the development of divination magic.
   Legends persist that once magical energy was as abundant as spiritual energy, in the days before the Irishanti.  Some believe Ravok hated magic so 
much that he banished it from the world.  Magic, to the ravagons, is a tool of the weak, destined to fade away as the weak are eliminated. Few 
recognize the Gaunt Man's occult powers as magic, so no one has questioned why Ravok has allowed the Sixth Prophet to make use of the arcane 
arts.  Those that do recognize the value and true nature of the occult have attempted to master it - and these individuals have all met with Ravok's 
displeasure and been transformed to the reality of Orrorsh.
   In practice in the Realm, the axiom is used about as much as in the Living Land and Arachnidia regions.

Social Axiom: 18
   The relatively high Social axiom of Tz'Ravok decrees that the ravagons are a socially-motivated people. They live together in a social environment,
joining in tribes, villages and even cities across the Kth'Geddo region. The social level is similar to that enjoyed by the people of Aysle, sort of like 
the Middle Ages on Earth - with a decidedly savage slant.  Government takes the form of rule through strength, with leaders coming together in 
councils for the purpose of organizing the ravagon society. It is the Social axiom that keeps the ravagons from giving their savage inclinations the 
freedom to run wild.  Without the restraints of society, even a violent society, the ravagon civilization would collapse into bloody, chaotic savagery.  
Instead, it remains a society of controlled savages, intent on discovering a true balance between their savage natures and a legitimate civilization, 
learning to cooperate and live instead of giving in to meaningless conflict and death.  
   Art and oral tradition is at a tribal level, and though the ravagons have a written language, it is reserved for use by the tzullats.  All written 
documents center around the Holy Teachings of Ravok, and most of the oral histories relate to Ravok, the Irishanti, the wars against the weak, and 
the great hunts of legend.
   Resistance in these areas is better coordinated as well, though any stormers, or potential stormers, are at risk of notice by the Ravagons.

Spirit Axiom: 17
Tz'Ravok has the same Spiritual axiom as Orrorsh, which makes miracles a potent force in the cosm.  Religion and spiritual power drives almost 
everything the ravagons do.  The powers of their god course through the land and its people, giving them direction. purpose and a will to be true to 
themselves.  Those who follow the will of Ravok the Scourge and join the priesthood, gain the ability to call upon the vast spiritual power.  These 
select few can convert the faith of the people into miracles.  The Scourge may not appear regularly, but his influence and presence can be seen.  He 
bestows miracles upon his priests, provides signs and portents to his faithful, and even sends prophets and avatars to make his will known.
   Some legends claim that there were once many gods in power over Tz'Ravok.  The Scourge challenged these weaker gods, eventually overcoming 
them and gaining supremacy of the world. Miracles provided by the Scourge provide tzullats with greater physical prowess and battle-worthy 
evocations.  As the Scourge is set above all other gods, his followers are considered enemies of the faith in almost every other religion.

Technological Axiom: 12
Technology is not an important part of the Tz'Ravok cosm.  It resembles the technology of the early Middle Ages on Earth.  Ravagons can smelt ores 
and fashion metal weapons. They can perform specialized, if not very advanced, surgery.  They can work stone and wood,creating living complexes, 
tools, and even art. The skill and ability is there, the overwhelming desire to advance civilization through the use of technology is not.  However, 
everything the ravagon crafters do produce is geared toward battle.  Weapon crafters are well respected in ravagon society, even though most of the 
dark hunters prefer to utilize their own natural tools instead of depending upon created tools which may fail or be lost.

World Laws
The Law of the Most Real
   Ravagons have extreme confidence in themselves and their world view.  Because of this, the cosm gave rise to a unique and powerful world law- 
the Law of the Most Real. This law states that a ravagon who remains faithful to Ravok and the world view of the dark hunters will never be deserted
by the Scourge.  As the ravagons believe they are the strongest beings in the cosmverse, it follows that they believe their own reality is the most real. 
In practical terms, it is impossible for a ravagon to disconnect from the reality of Tz'Ravok, as long as he follows a simple rule.  If a ravagon leaves 
Tz'Ravok and goes to any other reality, he will always retain his own reality as long as he does not use tools or abilities that are beyond the axiom 
limits of Tz'Ravok. 
   This immunity even extends to transformation – ravagons do not give up their own reality easily. The law gives ravagons the innate ability to 
maintain a continuous reality bubble by involuntarily drawing energy from the possibilities of the cosm they are in.  This siphoned energy cannot be 
used in any other way, as the ravagons are not even aware that they are receiving it.
   Ravagons who break the rules and take up the tools and skills of other realities lose the protection of the law of the most real.  These individuals 
are subject to the same rules as other possibility-rated characters operating in foreign realities - they can disconnect and they can be transformed.  
   Ravagons who do break the rules and disconnect must make a faith roll in addition to repairing the link.  The difficulty of the faith roll is equal to 
the link difficulty +1 for every round the ravagon remains disconnected.  The faith roll must be made at the end of each round in which the ravagon 
is disconnected from Tz'Ravok's reality.  If a ravagon reconnects the same round he disconnects, no faith roll need be made. If he fails to reconnect, 
he must make a faith roll equal to the link difficulty plus one. Every subsequent round the ravagon remains disconnected, the faith difficulty 
increases by +1.
   The reason for the faith roll is because when a ravagon disconnects from his reality, he believes that Ravok has deserted him.  If he fails a faith roll 
while disconnected, this belief becomes a certainty and the ravagon transforms to the dominant reality.  A transformed ravagon loses all of the 
benefits of Tz'Ravok's world laws, including those skills available only to denizens of the ravagon reality. 
   Note: Those ravagons who have been enhanced by occult magic (such as the Chosen, with their occu1t-treated armor skin) have forfeited the 
protection of the Law of the Most Real. They can disconnect when operating outside of Tz'Ravok, and are even subject to transformation.



The Law of Survival of the Fittest
   The reality of Tz'Ravok is extremely harsh and deadly.  There is no room for the weak, the ill, the soft. Every ravagon which survives into young 
adulthood learns to manipulate possibility energy, as do many of the creatures that walk the barren surface or stalk the lush canyons of the world.  
Even the few ords of Tz'Ravok come in tougher, deadlier packages.  This is reflected in the cosm's law of Survival of the Fittest. 
   The law states that only the strong and able will survive to grow, to prosper, to produce offspring.  Because of this, every subsequent generation 
contains more of the traits that make survival on the dying world more likely.  To translate this concept into game terms, every native ofTz'Ravok, be
it ord or stormer, uses the "PossibilityRated" column of the "Combat Results Table" when determining the results of combat and damage.
   [When using the Surge or Masterbook, ravagons take one less wound result, one wound equals a knockdown, and normal knockdown results are 
ignored.]

The Law of Transcendence
   Tz'Ravok is a dying world. Once it was rich in the energy of possibilities, crackling with it the way Earth currently does.  Because of the 
emergence of the law of survival of the fittest, more and more possibility-rated beings filled the planet. They learned ways to find and obtain the 
energy they needed to grow and survive on the violent world.  This combination of natural abilities and the way they worked with the axioms of the 
world became the basis for the Law of Transcendence.
   The law first provided the beings and creatures of the world with the unique ability to sense the presence of possibility energy.  For most, this 
ability is an unskilled use of Spirit that allows them to detect the moment of transcendence when it occurs.  For a select few, most notably the 
ravagons, this ability can manifest as the possibility sense skill. With possibility sense, ravagons can actively search out stormers by the level of 
energy coursing through them, as well as being alerted to the birth of new stormers as they undergo their moment of crisis and transcend. 
   The Law of Transcendence did not stop there.  It gave those creatures and folk able to manipulate and store possibilities a method for gaining more 
energy from the weak of the world.  It gave them the possibility rip skill. With possibility rip, creatures and folk can take possibility energy from 
others to use for themselves at the moment it is released. 
   Finally, the law provided a method to circulate possibility energy back into the dying world.  When a creature or folk reaches its moment of crisis 
on Tz'Ravok, any other possibility·rated beings in the vicinity will probably know about it due to the possibility sense portion of the law.  Unlike the 
stormers of Earth, however, new stormers on Tz'Ravok only generate five possibilities at the time of their creation (unlike Earth's 10).  Still, five is a 
treasure on the dying, possibility·hungry world. If a stronger creature an destroy the new stormer at the time of his transcendence, the law states that 
it will share in the bounty of possibilities. Some of the energy goes to the creature, some back to the world. How much returns to the world is 
determined by the following chart:

Ripping Possibilities at Transcendence
Level of Attacker's   Reality   Skill Success                                  Result                                         
Minimal Attacker gains 1 possibility
Average Attacker gains 2 possibilities
Good Attacker gains 3 possibilities
Spectacular Attacker gains 4 possibilities
Superior Attacker gains 5 possibilities

The creature or character attacking the transcending stormer must kill him before the moment of crisis ends (10 combat rounds).  Then the attacker 
makes a reality skill roll, generating a total based upon his base skill value.  No possibilities or cards can be played to alter the attacker's roll.  The 
attacker can roll again on l0s and 20s.  The level of success determines how many of the newly-generated possibilities the attacker gains, the rest are 
absorbed by the world, which helps it regain a little of what it lost so long ago.
   This ability also works for ravagons still operating under their own world laws while in other realms.  However, if the realm is under the influence 
of a Darkness Device, then the portion of the possibility energy reserved for the world is absorbed by the Device instead.  This is another benefit the 
ravagons extend to the Gaunt Man and his High Lord allies - another way to draw the possibility energy they crave.  
   Realms connected directly to Earth provide transcending stormers with 10 possibilities instead of five. Double the results on the chart above. 

Patchwork Realm
   The Realm is made up of three types of zones, Mixed, Dominant and Pure.  In Mixed Zones – such as beyond the stelae boundaries – Earth reality 
remains, and the highest axioms of both worlds are in play, as well as both Living Land and Earth World Laws.  In Dominant Zones, Earth reality 
may be invoked, but with Contradiction checks.  In pure zones only the reality of the Lost Worlds exists without the use of a reality buibble.
   Additionally, each zone has taken on the characteristics, and world laws of one of the three major powers: Living Land, Arachnidia, or Tz'Ravok, 
and receives a rating based on the general strength of the zone.  Mixed – 18, Dominant – 25, Pure – 40.  
   Once a month, if Storm Knights perform a glory action in a zone, they may call for a Patchwork Realm check, shifting the reality of that zone to 
one of the other options.  (No, Core Earth is not an option.)
   In any zone where the forces of more than one power are found, each may make a Patchwork Realm check each month.  If the current reality 
succeeds, it retains power.  If it fails, and another wins, that reality now holds sway.
   If the forces of the current reality are routed, and the attackers hold the zone long enough to raise second planting Gospog from the corpses of the 
defeated reality, they may also make a Patchwork Realm check, but with a +10 bonus, increasing by +5 for each successive planting.



CHAPTER TWO
THE LIVING LAND

   At the heart of the Lost Worlds is the Living Land, Takta Ker.  And the heart of the new Living Land is its High Lord and Darkness Device.  

Opiataga
   The new High Lord has been a devoted Optant for his entire life.  How long that is, is hard to say in a world with no real concept of time.  He took 
part in many of Baruk Kaah's crusades.  Though he was never truly comfortable with the Saar's edict that all who did not come to Lanala must die.  
When Kaah was lost, and the Eastern Land began to quake, Opiataga – though that was not the name he was known by then – was one of many to be
carried to safety by the Akashans.
   He remained in the Southern Land for the rest of the war.  But in the final days, he shared the same visions as every other psychic, medium, and 
diviner.  And it motivated him to travel north, and return to the realms Kaah had created.  There, he had new visions, and adopted his new name.  In 
accordance with his visions, one of his disciples attempted to prevent the restoration of America's capital.  
   Though he failed to stop the Earthers from beginning to reclaim the Eastern Land, he did come to the attention of a god.  Not Lanala, but a darker 
entity – Rek Pakken, the Dark Forest.  It offered him the power that had been Kaah's.  
   At first, he refused.  But another vision came to him.  The long dead enemy returned.  Their spread across the cosmverse.  And the death of Lanala. 
And so he came to realize that to save all that he loved, he must undertake a necessary evil.  He accepted the Darkness Device's power, and has 
allowed himself to be blinded to the destruction it is causing.  
Goals
1) Find the ustanah.  Make them see the light, or end their threat by sending them back into death.
2) Spread the religion of Lanala, and with it, the Living Land.  He desires to share the love of the goddess with the half alive.  Unlike Kaah, he does 
not insist on fully killing those who do not convert.  He realizes that in time, most who live in the realm will transform.  Those who do not, will 
suffer, and become an object lesson.  
3) Fight the forces of Orrorsh.  The ustanah are not the only creatures to die, and return.  These Undead are an infestation, and must be destroyed. 
Opiataga has managed sufficient self-denial to ignore the Gospog, and other abominations of the Gotaks.  They are needed to fight the enemy, and 
can be disposed of when they are not.  Oddly, Rek Pakken supports this.
4) Help the Akashans.  The Akashans saved the lives of many people and creatures when the Land Above rose to replace the Eastern Land.  Now that
Those Who Remain are under threat from the Ayslish, Opiataga wishes to offer them whatever aid is possible.

Rek Pakken
   The Darkness Device has bound itself to such a High Lord, despite its' mission of destruction, for one simple reason.  Heketon used Rek Pakken, 
and all their siblings, at the Nexus.  And Heketon is behind no less than three new invaders, all attacking the territory that had originally belonged to 
the Living Land (or Rek Pakken's back-up plan, the Land Above).
   The Dark Forest intends to do to Heketon what it did to Tagharra (better known as Huitzilopochtli).  The Heart of Darkness must be sent running, 
without a High Lord, or even a reality to call home.

Unlike the Cyberpapacy's vast heirarchy, or the Dark Court of Aysle, the Visionary has only two direct subordinates: Jakananda, a human optant; and 
Ketteg, an edeinos gotak.  Each speaks for the High Lord, and guides their respective followers.

Jakananda, Optant
   When the invasion of Earth began, the girl that would become Jakananda was only a teen.  She transformed to the Living Land and converted to 
Keta Kalles, like so many others.  But she could not take part in the senseless slaughter, and became a jakatt tek.
   In the later days of the war, after the Eastern Land was consumed by the Land Above, Jakananda was a leading Optant among those abandoned by 
Kaah and Rek Pakken.  Some say she speaks with the Voice of Lanala.  She would travel the land, gathering those who remained, and creating 
Hardpoints to protect them from disconnection.
   Before the emergence of the new realm, Opiataga contacted her.  He had heard of her devotion, and wished her aid in fulfilling the will of Lanala.  
She agreed, but will not allow the Darkness Device to bestow any of its' power on her.  Instead, she wears a wreath of puttantak and suttantak, and 
has acquired a number of group powers.  Furthermore, she has a small number of Reality Tree Seeds, and knowledge of the miracle plant them.  She 
is steadily planting them as she leads her followers to battle against the ustanah.
   Like the Saar, she does not believe in killing without reason.  The Jakutta need healing.  The non-believers need to be shown the joy of living.  She 
kills for food and defense.  But against a foe that has no mercy, an aggressive defense may be required.

Ketteg, Gotak
   This edeinos was a victim of the Tharkoldu.  Some say he was transformed to that reality, and that Opiataga brought him back.  Certainly, his 
scarred, blackened body, supports this claim.  Also, Ketteg is lobbying for a renewed war with Tharkold, once the ustanah threat is ended.
   Ketteg can no longer enjoy the ways of Lanala, though he fiercely defends them.  He uses the powers of Stalek, and Rek Pakken to fight the Living
Land's enemies.  He dislikes the undead, and the Darkness Device, but knows that they are useful.  And if the Living Land wins against its foes, they 
will no longer be necessary – and neither will he.  He looks forward to that day.
   Ketteg has forbidden the Jakutta from harming Jakatts.  The denizens of the pocket worlds, and any non-believers are fair game – so long as the 
Jakatts aren't watching.  To counter his influence, Rek Pakken encourages ambition in his Gotaks.  Unlike their leader, most do not respect life.  One,
Xegkabt, has ambitions of succeeding where Thrakmoss failed, and becoming High Lord.



Takta Ker
   Due to the limitations of oral history, and lack of any capacity to create a map, it is difficult to produce any accurate information on the home cosm 
of the edeinos.  

History
   Several thousand years ago, the edeinos were given the teachings of Lanala.  Before that time there is no history.  Among the Jakatts, one story is 
that the edeinos were created to experience life for Lanala.  Another is that before that time they were helpless creatures – not unlike the ancestors of 
humans before they learned the use of fire.  Perhaps, before the word of Lanala, they were simply unknowing beasts.
   There are some who theorize that perhaps Takta Ker's edeinos had a vast history before that, one that has been lost.  But this theory is based on 
ruins found in the Mist.  Ruins, which may have come from cosms conquered by Baruk Kaah, or could simply be remnants of the ustanah.  Whatever
the truth, it is unlikely that anyone will ever know.
   After that, the edeinos took notice of the ustanah.  With their growing spiritual power, the jakatts utterly destroyed all trace of the insectoid 
civilization.  [The latter will be discussed in the next chapter.]
   Perhaps five hundred years passed from that point to the birth of Kaah, and his discovery of Rek Pakken.  Kaah's raids spanned over a hundred 
worlds and a thousand years, ending on Earth a few years ago.
   At some point, prior to Kaah's ascendance, worship of Stalek began.  Perhaps, it predates Keta Kalles.  Perhaps it was the religion of the ustanah.  
Maybe, it was the whispered words of a Darkness Device searching for a world.  What is certain is that the Gotaks are priests of Stalek, and that the 
miracles to create stelae and gospog are his doing and not Lanala's.

Geography
   As was noted, there are no accurate maps – or indeed any maps – of Takta Ker.  But its' description bears a striking resemblance to Gokuraku – the 
world now known as Marketplace.  Both have five continents, and a severe axial tilt, that leaves the northern hemisphere significantly warmer that 
the south.  However, where Marketplace has a rotation of about 24 hours, Takta Ker's is about thirty six.
   Heta, in the northern Arctic zone, would be considered cool temperate most of the year.  This is still to cold for the reptiles.  For this reason, the 
ustanah have begun to return to their ancestral world here – building a hive, and establishing a beach head.  
   Jister is the largest continent, and covers the temperate and tropical zones.  It is home to the largest population of Jakatts, edeinos or otherwise.  In 
the southeast, not far from the sea between Jister and Palcoc, is a Maelstrom Bridge to Aysle.  Numerous others connect to worlds once destroyed by 
the Darkness Device, which now live again.  Toward the west of the continent lies the Trandala Grathteen mountains, where Thrakmoss raised his 
cult.  Berserker warriors – both Jakutta and Jakatt are named for these mountains, where the ustanah fought their last battle.  
   East of Jister is Palcoc, which lies mainly in the northern tropical zone.  The largest concentrations of human jakatts – from the Eastern Land – can 
be found in the northern regions of Palcoc.
   Southwest of Jister, from the equator to the boundary of the temperate zone, is Vandast.  The smallest continent, many Stalengers, and creatures 
that have migrated from their home cosm, live here.
   Southeast of Palcoc is Yerqu.  Most of Yerqu is in the tropical zone, and is well populated.  Two peninsulas extend into the temperate zone, and are 
home to more mammalian species.
   Since the end of the First Possibility War, the worlds Kaah destroyed have been reborn – and Rek Pakken has consumed as much as it could from 
them.  The result is that the Living Land has become fractured.  Naturally occurring gates link various places.  Someone walking in Michigan could 
end up in the Balian cosm.  Then they might cross a Bridge back to Jister, only to accidentally find themselves in the Southern Land.  Retracing their 
steps, they will never find the gates.  Nor will they notice that they have passed through one until it is too late to go back.  Though the Darkness 
Device has burned whole worlds to ash, each remains – or at least a vestige of it – somewhere in the Mist.

Keta Kalles
   The dominant religion of Takta Ker is the worship of Lanala.  It is so powerful, that to successfully call upon any other god there is a contradiction.
Like the rest of Living Land society, there is little complication to it.  Virtually the entire population are Jakatts, the lovers of Lanala.  It is their 
purpose to experience life to its fullest.  To take joy in observing the world around them.  In return, Lanala answers their prayers.
   Optants act as spiritual leaders.  They counsel the Jakatts, guide them, and lead them when necessary.
[Game Systems: All Jakatts may perform Prayers without the need for the Focus skill.  The receive a number equal to their Faith adds, and may learn
additional prayers after one week of study (Ords) or spending 1 Possibility (Stormers).   Optants possess the Focus skill, and may possess rituals as 
well.  They have an additional number of Miracles equal to their Focus adds.  The Miracles advantage is free to Jakatts, Optants, and the followers of
Stalek (below).]

Rek Stalek
   Lanala long ago battled death, in order to establish the Living Land.  But Death remains, and will always claim life in the end.  The worshipers of 
Stalek, for whatever reason, no longer love life.  Some have ambitions of something more.  Some experienced a tragedy, and could not recover.  
Whatever the cause, Jakutta are distinguished by their use of dead things.  They carry bone weapons and armor, or other tools.  Some blacken their 
scales, or otherwise scarify themselves.  
   Gotaks take the role of Optants for the Jakutta, as well as performing essential tasks for the High Lord.  Creating stelae, leading Restans (teams of 
Jakutta - usually) to plant them, raising Gospog or other undead, and many other weapons needed for the Possibility Wars.  
[Game Systems: Jakutta and Gotaks may have Miracles as noted.  Ritual Scars confer a +1 to Intimidation, but Stalek worshipers suffer -3 to 
Charisma against Jakatts.]



CHAPTER THREE
ARACHNIDIA

The Domed World
   Arachnidia is similar in appearance to Merretika and many other domed worlds, with terrain features ranging from snow-capped mountains to 
deserts and tropical jungles. The major difference is this: the animal life of the realm, including the only native intelligent race, consists entirely of 
invertebrates, chiefly arthropods. Due to the Law of Wonders, greatly enlarged versions of normal Earth invertebrates are both possible and 
common, providing Storm Knight explorers with a series of deadly threats.
   Aside from native wildlife, Arachnidia is also to many huge invertebrates from other realities.  Many of these are creatures who fled the chaos in 
the final days of the Living Land, such as the bonkthra, karkata, langatok, meksobat, nosktret, quartek, restra, ropraj, shestike, torada and voskat.
However, other immigrants include giant desert beetles from the Nile Empire, the kraken of Aysle, and the werligar from the tunnels of the Land 
Below. Also present are "wild" versions of the wasps ridden by the Darooni of Merretika.  There are also plenty of giant insects, spiders, scorpions,
crustaceans, worms, etc. to give Arachnidia its own distinctive flavor as regards fauna.
   Besides the kraken, an Earth sea monster that inhabits Arachnidia is the tullimonstreum, an enormous marine worm that is the source of many "sea 
serpent" stories. This prehistoric creature dates back to Paleozoic times, but only its young have been fossilized, causing severe underestimation of 
the true size of the "tully monster." Oddly shaped for a worm, it has a thick body with a noticeable head and neck, paddlelike flippers up front and 
large triangular tail to the rear.  It has a mouth full of sharp teeth.  Overall, it looks like a Mesozoic plesiosaur,due to its similar lifestyle and 
convergent evolution. It is 30 meters in length. 

The Ustanah 
   An ustanah resembles a bipedal preying mantis with slender legs and long arms which are held folded at its side. Its body is covered with green-
blue chitin that serves as natural armor.  The creatures have two sets of mandibles, one for rending and one for chewing, along with two sets of 
feelers around their mouths to hold food while it's being chewed. They have large black eyes which are excellent for motion detection, but poor at 
picking out detail. Most ustanah carry a club that is hooked at one end. It has a groove running down its length and around the inside of the hook. 
This weapon serves as both a club in melee and as a kind of atlatl to help the ustanah propel flat disks of sharp crystal at their enemies. Using the 
stick and the ustanah's long arms, the disks can be hurled at ferocious velocities.

Ustanah Civilization
   As noted above, the ustanah have refined hive life to the point where it is roughly equivalent to that of a human city state. These insects are well-
disciplined, all working together for the good of the community.  As such, they have no need for laws - the army is there to defend against outside 
threats alone.
   Ustanah military organization is based on multiples of four, with the smallest unit the "appendage" of four warriors, corresponding with the four 
limbs of an ustanah or human. One of these four is in charge of all the others. These units may work in pairs for hunting or gathering missions. In 
war, though, the "quartet" or 16 warriors is almost invariably the smallest unit to operate independently.
   In pitched battle, quartets advance in four rows, each row taking turns using its club/atlatl to hurl a volley of sharpened crystal discs at the enemy. 
These discs may also be hurled by hand at close quarters if there is no time for precise firing ranks to operate. ustanah believe in firing off all their 
ammo at once, then marching in close quarters, wielding their atlatl devices such as clubs and fighting with mandibles and pincers as the situation 
dictates.
   A favorite tactic is to have one or two appendages engage an equal number of enemies in combat, while the remaining appendages in the quartet 
swing around the flanks for a double envelopment. Single flanking attacks are also possible if the enemy is numerous enough, and if the odds are 
equal, or against the ustanah, there is nothing the warriors can do but stand where they are and fight.
   In battle, ustanah units communicate with each other by means of various pheromones released by their scent glands. This works in Arachnidia, 
where the only winds are gentle breezes, but has led to disaster elsewhere. A strong wind, whether natural or created by magic, will reduce their army
to a collection of separate quartets operating out of step with each other.  When weather permits their system to work, they operate like military  
automatons, reminding at least one scholar who saw them in battle of the Roman legions and their similar small-unit tactics.
   Each hive numbers at most 10,000 ustanah, with 40% of them in the standing army. In times of emergency, virtually all citizens are required to 
serve; they already know what units they serve in and with what comrades. Thus, "reserve" units are just as skilled in battle as the "professionals," 
though whether this is due to instinct or practice is, as yet unknown. Both male and female ustanah serve in the military.
   Of the entire ustanah race, only the queens and a few scholars are exempt from serving in the ranks. The queen does organize the warriors, as her 
pheromones have a range of a half of kilometer - the pheromones of all other ustanah barely make it 100 meters - making her the equivalent of a 
general.
   A queen is capable of laying as many as 10,000 eggs a month – with sufficient food, and other resources - but 1000 is normal.  These will hatch in 
about two months, and reach maturity in a year.  Ustanah have a lifespan of about ten years.  Once a hive grows to 10,000, a new queen will be 
hatched, and the hive will split.  The new queen will build a new hive, lay eggs, and start the cycle anew.  This normally takes about two years.  
There are about twenty-five hives in the Domed World, and roughly three per stelae zone.  

Ustanah Religion
   The ustanah have little formal worship.  Theirs is a mixture of ancestor worship and totemism.  They venerate a mythical progenitor, and revere 
their queen/mother as divine.
   Shaman tend the queen, and serve as her proxies when she is not present.  When traveling with warriors, they function as captains.
   The ustanah view edeinos, and all worshipers of Lanala (and presumably Stalek, they have no experience with Jakutta) as enemies of the faith.  
However, their need to eradicate the enemy means they do not possess the Ward Enemy miracle.



The Ustanah Queen
   Each hive has a queen that governs and leads her children.  At the heart of all ustanah, is The Ustanah Queen, the mother of all ustanah.  Before the
beginning of the war on Earth, she was the only queen.  Her hive, the last vestige of ustanah civilization in the cosmverse.  
   The hive had reached sufficient numbers to require splitting.  And the new queen, along with a small number of workers and warriors, ventured 
into the tunnels beyond Arachnidia, reaching the Land Above.  She sent back reports of the edeinos presence.  This caused a panic among many of 
the insectoid race.  And the elder queen responded by increasing her egg production, seeking to increase the numbers of her people for defense.   
Until the ustanah had the numbers to effectively control and defend their home world.  
   And then, about two years ago, The Queen was telepathically contacted by the Darkness Device Heketon.  It offered her a new option: revenge.  In 
exchange for the sacrifice of the rich eternity shards found in Arachnidia, the Black Heart would grant the ustanah the necessary power.  
   Note: ustanah and queen, without capitals, refers to the species, and the ruler of a single hive.  The Queen, or The Ustanah Queen, with capitals, 
refers to the mother of the race, who also acts as the Demi-High Lord of Arachnidia.  
   The Queen's goals are simple:
1) Death to all edeinos.  She makes no distinction between the Children of Lanala or the edeinos of other realities.  Genocide must be met with 
genocide.
2) Take everything that belongs to them.  Takta Ker, every invaded cosm, and whatever else the edeinos value.  This includes Rek Pakken.  The last 
living edeinos must see that even Lanala has been taken away from them.

   Heketon considers the ustanah quite useful.  With the alterations it has made to the Law of the Hive, the ustanah serve as a force not unlike the 
Comaghaz.  With each new zone they claim, the native population are absorbed into the Hive, becoming new footsoldiers.  Though they lack many 
advantages of the other cosms (no occultech, tanks, or weird science) the ustanah have a military cohesion comparable to much higher social axioms.
   Though not as spiritually powerful as the Living Land (beyond the confines of their own dome) the shaman of the ustanah can rival the priests of 
the Sacellum, Nile Empire, or the Tharkoldu.  
   The Darkness Device intends for the ustanah to spread, absorbing other cosms, creating an unstoppable army.  Though small in numbers now, their 
potential will spread terror throughout every cosm they touch.  And this, far more than any actual success, is what Heketon wants.

The Realm
   The domed world of Arachnidia is connected to Core Earth by a series of tunnels, most of which come up in the northeastern or north-central US. 
Like the rest of the pocket dimensions, this area survived the end of the Possibility Wars. The best known entrance is in Upper Michigan, through 
which the ustanah emerged in the early days of the war. 
   Since Heketon contacted the Queen, she has also sent her people into the caverns of the Land Below, and into other cosms within the Living Land.
Specifics about the realm on Earth are discussed in the next chapter.

Gospog
   Arachnidia does use Gospog, but with some changes.  Their plantings are smaller than normal, in keeping with the base four numeric system of the 
ustanah.  And the creatures are either a mix of Arachnidia and Earth or Living Land.  Systemically, they are identical to Living Land versions.
Planting Yield Description
1 4096 Standard, equipped with an M-16 or club-atlatl
2   512 Reptilian Insectoids, equipped with two M-16s or club-atlatl
3     64 Lizotaur with a M-60 or club-atlatl
4       8 Large Grasshopper, identical to the Living Land version, armed like the third planting
5       1 A gigantic three headed insect, identical to the Living Land version



CHAPTER FOUR 
THE LAND ABOVE AND OTHER LOST WORLDS

   Three years into the war on Earth, Kaah was suddenly failing.  And Rek Pakken abandoned him for a contingency plan.  It had, along with 
Kefertiri, discovered, and established dimthreads between it's realm and the Land Below – specifically the Domed World of Merretika.  When the 
Living Land stopped expanding, when it actually began to lose ground, the Darkness Device caused the Land Below to erupt into the Eastern Land, 
permanently merging a portion of that cosm with Earth's reality.  
   This caused massive upheavals to both realities.  Millions in the region were transformed, forgetting their lives as Americans or Jakatts, and 
becoming Leopard Men, Darooni, Pyrians, or the like.  For the edeinos, some were transformed, even physically, others found themselves hunted 
down by vengeful Earthers, or even more vengeful ustanah.  
   But by far the worst, was for the people of Merretika.  The sky turned black, and darkness covered the land, went away, and returned.  The 
strangers that could be found throughout the altered land called this “night.”  Something terrible had happened to Helephez.  Dangerous creatures 
threatened people in the dark.  Tribes suffered as they strived to understand what had happened.  Many died.  But eventually, they came to accept the 
new world.
   The return of Helephez is seem by most as a sign that the gods once again smile on their people.

The Realm
   The Living Land has many realms, whole cosms in fact.  But for now we shall focus on the Eastern Land or Land Above, and the new stelae zones 
within it.

Pyrian Fire Tamers
   The Pyrians have conquered most of Minnesota, Iowa, and northeast Missouri.  Efforts by the U.S. Army to reclaim the region have been hampered
by volcanic activity.  Further expansion however, has been contained by the lack of surviving bridges over the Mississippi.  Flooding caused by the 
mountain range north of St. Louis has made the river even more unpassable.  And Tanta Kallar has began to rumble.  Darok is awakening.
   Lord Hadian Fel Ar is struggling to hold his nation together.  The new Great Priestess, Anmari Dela Trob, has told him that to appease Darok, and 
make him return to Karuk, he must expand or perish.  Crossing the mountains to attack Ah-merik-ka is not possible, and the people of that realm 
have technology he can not combat.  So he must look elsewhere.  
   And the Black Talons are waiting for him to fail.  Each has a plan to remove Lord Ar and take power.
   The resistance communities which have been subjugated by the Pyrians do not relish their lives as thralls, nor do they wish to aid in the conquest of
other lands.  But they understand that if they do not, Darok will erupt, and many will die.  
   During the earliest days after the quakes, Amethia Cor Tal made her move to seize power.  She was defeated by storm knights, and a priestess who 
had been a CIA agent in her former life.  Anmari Dela Trob has only vague memories of her former life, she recalls that she was an Ah-merik-kan, 
and that the powers she had placed her faith in had failed her.  She does not love Karuk, but she understands appeasing Darok.  With the former Great
Priestess cast into the pit, Anmari was much in favor with the Lord Ar, and the people.  She used this to advance over both high priestesses.  Her 
knowledge of the people of Earth has served the Pyrians well thus far.  Lord Ar considers her a valued adviser, and – it is rumored – much more.

Serpentors
   The Serpentor tribes have been pushed east into southern Indiana and Kentucky, as traffic from East St. Louis to Chicago has increased.  Many 
have retreated into the Land Below.  Those that have not are coming into regular conflict with Indianapolis, Cincinnati, smaller Resistance 
Communities, and the Keefee.  The latter use practical jokes and sabotage as their chief weapons, avoiding direct contact.

Keefee
   Spread across southern Ohio and Kentucky, the Keefee are generally on good terms with the local humans.  Their generally non-hostile attitude, 
curiosity, and diminutive stature make aggression against them unthinkable even to the most die-hard advocates of killing all invaders.  Artho Tark, 
though not a spokesperson for his people, has what could be considered a treaty with Cincinnati.  The lallap uses his ability to speak with Trees and 
Grass to provide the city warnings of the encroaching Tz'Ravok ecosystem.  This allows the local militia to root it out swiftly, before the Ravagons 
follow.

Ohibi
   Along the Allegheny Mountains, in West Virginia, are the lands of the Ohibi.  The transformation of Core Earthers have expanded the tribe from a 
single village to about a dozen, numbering nearly enough to support a single stelae zone.  Because they are not hostile, so long as they are left alone, 
the U.S. has simply done just that.  
   The Ravagons have not been as obliging.  Sensing the Possibility energy of the Sphere, they are intent on claiming it.  So far, Mehret-Ahn, and his 
disciples, have lead the people successfully.  But the Ohibi's numbers are dwindling.  

Darooni
   Following the emergence of the Land Above, Rek Pakken favored Kihiti Dok with power.  At the same time, the people and wasps of the tribe 
flourished.  Under Kihiti's leadership, they spread to control much of New York, Pennsylvania, and parts of Virginia.
   When the U.S. began its reconstruction, forcing the Wasp Riders out became a priority.  Kihiti's nest in the Bronx was bombed out first.  Then the 
might of a modern military was fully brought to bear.  Kihiti demanded Okina Ko call upon Olakaa to bless the tribe to fight back.  The high 
priestess declared that the goddess was angry at Kihiti, and demanded she retire.  The two fought for control of the tribe, and the younger woman 
won.  
   Younger priestesses (Darooni by transformation) have taken Okina's place.  And they counseled heading west over the mountains.  But Ohio and 
Ontario proved well defended.  Resistance Communities and Leopard Men kept the Darooni from establishing nests.  So they moved north, closer to 
Ottowa.  
   The Canadian authorities, and the Ravagons, were no less accommodating.  And then the storms came.  The Darooni are scattered between 
Ravagon and Arachnidia zones, and many are falling under the Law of the Hive.  Kihiti is struggling to hold her people together, and if she can claim
a few victories, she might be able to establish a Darooni pocket realm, or even force one of the stelae zones to flip to the Living Land.  



Leopard Men
   The forests of the Leopard Men merged with southern Ontario.  Once the initial period of confusion began to wane, Damo Kil resumed his 
conquest (or “unification”) of the tribes.  His followers slaughtered those who put up resistance, and he rewarded their loyalty with positions of 
power and women.  This latter action backfired, as the women withheld the blessings of Holuku, and opposing tribes began to make reversals.
   Amidst all this, the Worldstorm hit.  Canadians began to return to the region, and roads from Detroit to Toronto and Ottowa were scheduled for 
restoration.  The Leopard Men claimed that the construction crews were violating their lands, and attacked.  Canadian, and Kanawa, troops retaliated.
Sadly, Damo Kil's enemies – being the easier targets – were hit the hardest.  
   Those that could scattered and ran.  Many now reside inside the Ravagon controlled zones, where the possibility-rated hunters have become the 
hunted.

United States of America
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and Washington D.C.
   Following the return of the capital to Washington, President Nicklaus began the next stage of his Reconstruction plan.  With the aid of advanced 
construction robots from companies like Boruzai Construction (a subsidiary of Kanawa Enterprises of California), work that would have taken years,
or decades – especially with union labor – is being performed in months.  
   The Washington mall looks pristine again.  Once Storm Knights, employed by Team Omega, removed the fifth planting gospog, the Statue of 
Liberty was repaired.  Numerous hardpoints have been established, or strengthened, in D.C., New York City, and Philadelphia.  The Atlantic coast 
bears little trace of the Land Above.  These successes, coupled with the end of the War, earned President Nicklaus a second term.  
   His rival, George Young, has championed the cause of the labor unions.  He claims the workers of these foreign (meaning from Marketplace – even
though Kanawa Enterprises is based in California, and most of its subsidiaries are primarily American) are being exploited.  That the government 
should have given the contracts to companies that followed proper protocols.  Congress is divided on the matter, however.  And the public is happy to
see the rebuilding done so much cheaper than what Young claimed during his campaign.  The fact that Boruzai is employing thousands of 
Americans, at a fair wage (in part because of reinstated Public Works Programs subsidizing them) only makes it better.
   Murasaki Yamato is living up to his claims to make “Made in America” mean something again.  And the New York skyline, gleaming with the kind
of technology previously only found in Japan, continues to win support for Nicklaus and Kanawa Enterprises – despite the renewed invasions of 
American soil. 

Detroit, Michigan
   Throughout the war, Detroit's factories pushed out semi-trucks, tanks, and Humvees.  With the lull in the fighting, new factories have opened, 
producing construction robots.  Roads now stretch from Detroit east to Ottawa and the Atlantic coast, and west to Chicago and the plains states.  
   With the war resuming, combat robots are being produced, and protection of the cities' hardpoints is tightening again.  So far the realm has not 
encompassed the city.  Troops, satellites, and barriers watch the border for signs of restans.  But despite the precautions, they know that the enemy 
could simply use a dimthread or Land Below tunnel and bypass their defenses.  

Indianapolis, Indiana 
   Indianapolis has become a center for research on the realm, and a hub for communications and travel in the region.  The city is largely safe from 
the new invasion, and has driven off the most dangerous tribes.  As such, it will likely continue to grow, and thrive, regardless of the state of the 
invasion.

Chicago, Illinois
   Chicago has a long way to go before it can reclaim its former place as one of America's greatest cities.  But already, it is a thriving hub of 
commerce again.  The new realm has cut into lake traffic, but land travel still continues.  Resettlement has waned, but the city is preparing to stand 
and fight this time.  If the realm tries to move south from Wisconsin, a lot of invaders will die.  
   Though the city still numbers only about a million, it is a major hub for a number of agricultural companies.  Food, from the abundant fields of the 
Land Above, as well as numerous exotic animals, come to the city, and are prepared and sent out to the rest of the country.

Canada
Toronto, Ontario
   Before the war, Toronto was the largest city in Canada.  During the lull, it began to recover, like so many American cousins.  Rebuilt roads and 
railways reconnect the city to Ottawa and Detroit.  Shipping resumed along the Great Lakes.  Communications companies up and running.  
   However, with the Quebec secession, and the barrier mountains, Southern Ontario is more closely connected to the U.S. than it is to Canada.  This 
has proven a major problem to restoring the Big Five Financial companies.  It is almost a given that Toronto will have close ties to America from 
here on out.
   With Ottawa inside the storms again, the city is bracing for invasion.  Imported Detroit combat equipment will likely see use soon.
   Though the region is Earth Dominant, it also operates under the Power of Fear and the Power of Corruption.

Ottawa, Ontario
   The Canadian capital was relocated to Regina in the opening weeks of the war, just like the U.S. moved to Houston.  Inspired by the Americans, 
the Canadian government put plans in motion to move back to Ottawa.  Plans called for complete restoration by July 1st.  However, complications 
(bureaucratic speak for Ravagons) in establishing roads through the mountains separating the Land Above ring from the rest of the nation caused 
unanticipated delays.  This means that when the new invasion began, the Canadian Prime Minister and Parliament were still in Regina.  
   The work done on the original capital did include establishing hardpoints, and moving in a number of functionaries, soldiers, and storm knights.  
Because of this, the zone around the city has actually flipped from mixed Earth-Land Below to Dominant Earth.  The border storms do still make it 
more difficult to enter and exit the region though.

The Patchwork Realm
Wisconsin and the Shores of Lake Superior – Living Land
   Since the emergence of the Land Above, the people of the Eastern Land were losing ground.  After the end of the war, those Jakatts who remained 
loyal to Baruk Kaah's version of Keta Kalles found themselves caught between the ustanah and the U.S. Army.  Few are still alive.



   The Jakatt Teks fared better.  A great number relocated to Wisconsin and northern Illinois.  The government considered the formation of a 
Reservation.  And then Opiataga arrived, along with a new Living Land realm.  With the help of Jakananda, he has healed the rift caused by Kaah.  
   The Bridge from the Land Below touched down on the south shore of Lake Superior.  The western extent of the Lake is under a pure zone, the rest 
is covered by two dominant zones.  To the south, much of Wisconsin is covered by another dominant zone.
   However, near the shore of Lake Michigan, the realm changes to ustanah reality.  Green Bay to Sheboygan are in this zone.  But, they are far 
enough from any hives to prevent the locals from succumbing to the Law of the Hive.  So jakatts are moving in, establishing hardpoints, and trying 
to cause the zone to flip to Living Land reality.
   Near Milwaukee, the realm changes to Living Land again.  Opiataga has made the city an Earth Reservation.  He has sent jakatts to help preserve 
the reality of Earth.  Many more visit simply to experience new sensations.  This has baffled the survivors of the first war, who remember the lizards 
trying to kill them.
   About 50km southwest of Milwaukee, near the realm's border, is a stable reality warp leading to the stelae zone on Aysle.
   On the opposite shore of Lake Michigan – or rather above it – Helephez hovers somewhere in the mist.  His light permeates the Mists, and 
provides an eternal day to the Land Above from the Appalachians to the Pyrians.

Michigan and Lakes Michigan and Huron – Ustanah
   The ustanah control three zones, covering northern Michigan, most of Lake Huron and more than half of Lake Michigan.  Both Lansing and 
Detroit are outside the boundaries of the realm, but face the real possibility of being caught in the next new zone.  Despite the fortifications, they are 
not safe.  There are tunnels from Arachnidia into southern Indiana, and ustanah scouts are already bringing three more stelae up through those caves.
   Within the realm, the Queen has put in motion a plan to bring human resistance down swiftly.  She has decreed that the transformed shall act as a 
Fifth Appendage.  Before moving against a city, the ustanah will first surround it, and saturate the region with their pheromones.  When they do 
move in, the transformed humans sabotage the defenses, and perform other acts to ensure the defenders are captured swiftly.
   Having heard of this happening in other towns, many now banish, or even kill, those who are found to have disconnected.  Some towns have 
implemented a Contradiction Test.  Anyone suspected of disconnection must operate a modern device to prove their innocence.  Of course the more 
often an ord performs such an act, the more likely she is to disconnect.  These are little more than modern day witch trials, but the people are scared.
   During the first month of the invasions, the ustanah and edeinos converged on the Mackinaw Straits Bridge.  Jakananda, and a band of Storm 
Knights working for the Company, established a defense at the south end of the bridge.  Along with the local militia, and a Boruzai Construction 
team, they held against a force of ustanah, first and second planting gospog, converted darooni and earthers, five times their size.  This victory 
allowed Opiataga to claim Mackinaw.  However, they were unable to force the zone to flip.

Ontario Borderlands – Ravagons
   Most of the Ravagon race has dispersed across the Earth.  The canyons and deserts of the American southwest.  Southwest Brazil, near the 
Cyberpapal/Magna Verita/Space Gods conflict.  The Balkans.  Central Africa.  The fringes of India.  The Australian Outback.  And of course the 
Gaunt Man's former domain in Indonesia.  
   Some also remain in the mountains around the Land Above, from Kentucky – where their ecology is striving to supplant that of Earth and the Land 
Above – to Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
   Heketon has established three zones of Tz'Ravok reality in Ontario.  The westernmost zone is dominant.  The ecology of Tz'Ravok is making the 
area unsuitable for Ords.  They must therefore flee, disconnect and transform, or die.  And since the World Laws do not favor Ords, those who 
transform will not live long either.  The only chance is to Transcend.  But the Ravagons, and other creatures of their world hunt those in their 
Moment of Crisis.  It is likely the zone will be depleted within a year – long before Heketon could get even a fraction of the Possibility Energy.  The 
other two zones – running southeast – are only mixed zones, and the natives are faring better.  
   Heketon created these zones simply to create confusion, and confound the Storm Knights who are trying to gain an understanding of the new phase
of the war.  At present, they are too busy fighting to wonder about who they are actually fighting against.  
   Warlord Parok Sallsboravok knows his people can be more than this.  Simply hunting down every stormer and wringing the possibilities from them
is not enough.  He wants the ravagons to learn how to cultivate stormers, encourage the ords of this world to experience their moment of crisis, and 
draw out more of the boundless energy.  They are very reluctant to abandon the old ways.

Domed Worlds of the Land Below
Gehenna
  Is detailed in Infiniverse Update # 3.  The Revised Axioms from Chapter One supersede those in that book.

Inferno
   Beneath France on Earth, and Jerusalem on Magna Verita, there are tunnels leading to a literal Hell.  Inferno is a pit, consisting of ten rings, each 
with its own nature, and purpose.  
First Circle (Limbo) where the unbaptized and virtuous pagans reside.  The serpentine Minos judges all others, who are then taken to their eternal 
destination below.  Visitors may need aid to pass freely beyond this point.  It is a realm of green fields, and a Castle who's seven gates represent the 
cardinal virtues.  The wisest men of antiquity reside within.
Second Circle (Lust) is where carnal malefactors are sent.  They are blown back and forth by terrible storms.
Third Circle (Gluttony)is guarded by Cerebus, and gluttons are forced to lie in filth, their senses of sight and hearing stripped away.
Fourth Circle (Greed)is divided between the Avaricious or Miserly, and the Prodigals who squandered.  The must joust, pushing great weights with 
their chests, railing against the others for their sins.
Fifth Circle (Anger)the wrathful must fight each other upon the swamplike waters of the Styx, while the sullen lay gurgling beneath.  At the far side 
of the Stygian marsh lay the walls of Dis, which separates the lower levels.
Sixth Circle (Heresy) the heretics are trapped within flaming tombs for eternity.
Seventh Circle (Violence) guarded by the minotaur, this circle is divided into three rings.
   Outer Ring – those violent against people and property are submerse to the proper level in the flaming river Phlegethon.
   Middle Ring – those violent against themselves (such as suicides) are transformed into thorny bushes and trees, and feasted upon by harpies.
   Inner Ring – those violent against god (blasphemers) and those violent against nature (usurers and sodomites) reside in a desert of flaming sand, 
while flaming flakes rain down, blasphemers lie, usurers sit, and sodomites wander in groups.



Eighth Circle (Fraud)Malebolgia is divided into ten rings, or bolgia, and is guarded by the three headed, three bodied, Geryon.
   Bolgia 1 – Panderers and Seducers march in opposite directions while being whipped by demons.
   Bolgia 2 – Flatterers, steeped in human excrement.
   Bolgia 3 – Those guilty of Simony are placed head first into holes in the rock, while flames burn their feet.
   Bolgia 4 – Sorcerers, astrologers, and false prophets have their heads twisted around, so they must walk around backwards.
   Bolgia 5 – Barrators are immersed in a lake of boiling pitch.
   Bolgia 6 – Hypocrites must walk around wearing gilded lead cloaks.
   Bolgia 7 – Thieves are guarded by the centaur Cacus, who has a fire breathing dragon on his shoulder, and snakes covering his back, which bite the
thieves, causing them to undergo various transformations.
   Bolgia 8 – Those who give false advice are concealed in invidual flames.
   Bolgia 9 – A sword wielding demon hacks at the Sowers of Discord, dividing their bodies, only heal and repeat.
   Bolgia 10 – Alchemists, counterfeiters, perjurers, and imposters, are afflicted with various diseases.
Ninth Circle (Treachery)the ledge separating Malebolgia from the ninth circle is ringed with giants.  The Circle is divided into four rounds.
   Round 1 (Caina)- Traitors to kindred are immersed in ice up to their chin.
   Round 2 (Antenora) – Traitors to political enemies are also imprisoned in ice to the chin.
   Round 3 (Ptolomaea) – Traitors to guests are laid supine and covered in ice except for their faces.
   Round 4 (Judecca) – Traitors to their lord or benefactor are completely encased in ice, in all manner of positions.
The Center of Inferno – where the three headed beast Satan is imprisoned, waist deep in ice, and within his mouths are Brutus, Cassius, and Judas 
Iscariot.  From this chamber, there is a passage, which is said to lead to Purgatory.  [It does.  The Purgatory realm of the GodNet.]
   Inferno shares the standard Axioms of the Land Below.  Its World Laws are:
The Law of the One True God - functions as per the Cyberpapacy, but the natives of this realm face no penalties.  
The Law of Heretical Magic - as per the Cyberpapacy, but instead of a demon seeking to possess the witch, demons sense her presence and come to 
punish her for her sins.
The Law of Ordeal – while traveling through the Inferno, if a character succumbs to the sin(s) of a particular ring, the demons will seek to imprison 
her, and subject her to eternal punishment.
The Law of Suspicion – as per the Cyberpapacy. 

Monster Island
   Beneath the Sea of Japan, and the Sea of Gokuraku, are the two known entrances to this realm.  Vast, it is populated by gigantic monsters, 
including Godan and Gorgondra.  No sentient creatures live here.  
   The Axioms are the same as the rest of the Land Below, but none are put to any use.  The World Laws include the Laws of Savagery and Action, 
which function as per the standard rules for those Laws in the Lost Worlds.  The third law is:
The Law of Monsters – this Law taps into the Magic axiom in the same way as the Law of Wonders, permitting the existence of creatures which defy 
the natural laws of most realities, as well as allowing them to be possibility-rated.  Godan, and Gordonra are the two most well known denizens.  
Others include titanic serpents, insects, and reptiles.

Utku Sphere
   Within the Land Below there is a hollow sphere 40,000 kilometers in diameter.  At its' heart is a molten ball, in essence a miniature sun, four 
thousand kilometers in diameter.  Surrounding this, at a distance of about 38,000 kilometers is a cloud layer, which acts to diffuse the light, heat, and 
harmful radiations of the sun.  Below that are six continents, separated by vast oceans.  At present only three have been explored to any great extent.
Akasha
   Long ago.  Longer than any can remember, a ship traveled in a place of eternal darkness.  But aboard this ship, held prisoner, was the Queen of 
Comaghaz.  And one of her followers sabotaged the ship.  The crew lost their way, and crashed on the continent of Akasha – named for the lost 
homeland of many of the crew.  
   Survival proved difficult at first.  Much of the knowledge and technology of the Old Ones was lost.  And this lead to fighting, as the various races 
disagreed on how to proceed.  This lead to the diaspora, and the birth of the many kingdoms that span Akasha.
   To the west is the mountain kingdom of the Aka.  An isolationist nation, which has no interest in the rest of the world, so long as they are left alone.
Fortunately, they are for the most part.
   In the south, is the kingdom of Coar.  An aggressive, and expansionist nation, intent on forcing all others to submit to their will.  The Coar have the 
largest fleet, and encourage their people to become warriors.
   North of the Coar are the Forest of Larendi and the Swamp of Draygakk.  The Larendi bird-people have no airships, and are losing territory.  The 
dragon-men have potent weapons, though a smaller number of airships.  They are holding out so far.
   To the northeast is the Lorbaat Desert.  The remains of the Lightship are still somewhere beneath the surface.  As is a Gate to the Akashan Colony 
world Elvanos in the Star Sphere.
   Between the Larendi Forest and Aka Mountains is the vast Gudasko Jungle.  
   In the far north, is the Kingdom of Zinatt, the only city-state with the strength to stand against the Coar.
   A strange fact, unknown to the descendants of the doomed lightship – despite the fact that they have been here for over two thousand years, their 
journey was from Earth back to the Star Sphere in Earth year 1995AD.  The accident sent them across dimensions, and backwards in time.
Aysle
   North of Akasha is the continent of Aysle.  Before the arrival of the Akashans, another race had entered this world from the Elvanos Gate.  The 
original inhabitants of that world had been banished, and their journey lead them through this world.  Most would pass beyond into the Land 
Between beneath what they would name the continent of Elviem.  A small number stayed behind, and now find themselves sharing the continent 
with races from the cosm of Aysle.
   The Elves have a vast kingdom in the south, covering both forests and plains.  Their warships often cross the sea to do battle with the Zinatt.  They 
are fenced in to the north by a mountain range which is populated by a number of refugee settlements, peopled by Dwarves who have fled the 
despots of House Vareth.  
   In the north, a large bay separates the land in half.  To the west, Giants, fleeing their defeat at the hands of Dunad, made a new home.  To the east, 
the mysterious Monoliths live.  And are given a wide berth by the other races.



Tharkold
   In the wake of the Spasm, the survivors of the Mayaztincan Empire fled underground, and found themselves in a new land.  They built a new home
for themselves in the southern polar forests.  Unfortunately, they were followed by Tharkoldu seeking safety from the failing Magic axiom.  Though 
they have both regressed technologically to the same level as everyone else, this has not diminished their war.
Comaghaz
   In the early days of the Akashan exile, a significant number of humans took exception with the Zinatt leadership.  They took the tomb in which the 
Zinatt's enemy slept, and fled across the sea to the East.  They have settled on the northern edge of the Tharkold continent, and declared themselves, 
and the continent, after the name of their sleeping Queen's fallen nation – Comaghaz.  They have had some conflict with the Tharkoldu and 
Mayaztincans.  But have played the racial hatred of those two against them, to keep them occupied.
Axioms and World Laws
   The standard Axioms and World Laws apply.  Except that instead of the Law of Lost Things, the Law of Morality (as per the Nile Empire) applies. 
The Zinatt are mostly Good; the Coar, Evil.  The Draygakk are mainly Good, but their current ruler is Evil.  The other Akashan races are a mix of 
both.  The Elves lean toward Evil, as do the Giants.  The Dwarves are Good, though Evil rulers are not uncommon.  The Monoliths are Good.  The 
other races are mainly Evil.
   The Law of Wonders permits the racial packages of the various races, and permits the use of something like Weird Science to build Airships, G-
Ray pistols and cannons, and other devices derived from Star Sphere biotech.  It also allows for extremely rare individuals (NPCs only) to conceive 
of fantastic experiments, such as brain transference, interdimensional vortexes, or fiendish death traps to dispose of their enemies.
   It must be noted that despite the existence of the deadly G-Ray weaponry, most fighting is done hand to hand.  This is another facet of the Law of 
Savagery, masquerading as a code of honor.  If the enemy discards his ranged weapon to fight with sword and spear, only a coward would fail to 
oblige.  Those facing the Tharkoldu are an exception to this, since the demons are so much more physically powerful.

Pocket Worlds
Mepleca
   A strange world.  From the surface to the lower cloud layer, the atmosphere is very hot, and extremely high pressure.  Much of the surface is a solid
diamond.  Two layers of clouds cover the cosm above this.  Water, primarily in gaseous form, is trapped between the cloud layers.
   The lower layer functions much like sea level in other cosms.  Mountains and plateaus rise above the clouds, forming islands and miniature 
continents.  The rare liquid water is found on these surfaces.  It was also on these that Baruk Kaah built his realm.  
   In the skies above, the native life forms, insects, balloon-like gaseous sacs, and the dominant life form, the stalengers.
   The stalengers have a feudal society, with numerous pseudo-nomadic groups.  Though the stalengers do not have any need for land, they do use it 
as a means of establishing a boundary to their territory.  It is common for 'kingdoms' to raid each other for the animals which serve as food and the 
basic unit of the economy.
   A great number of stalengers are skilled at magic.  Alteration is used to control animals, or even alter them into useful forms – not unlike a sort of 
biotechnology.  Conjuration serves for most needs that other species might invent tools for.  
   Each 'kingdom' has its own patron god.  Most communities – the equivalent of villages, towns or cities among land-based peoples – have a priest.  
Axioms
Magic: 17.  Impressed Magic is common.
Social: 12.  feudal governments, with a simple economic system.
Spirit: 9.  Religions are widespread, and have some miraculous powers, but are not generally a part of daily lives.
Tech: 0(8).  No technology exists.  But the concepts of medicine, architecture, and simple understanding of some physical laws is possible – as an 
   aspect of magic.
World Laws
Law of the Sky – all living creatures have evolved to fly.  They all possess the Flight skill at at least 3 adds, and have a MRF.  The sole exception to 
   this are the Restra, tree-dwelling creatures.
Law of Arcane Science - allows Magical study to grasp concepts of Tech Axiom up to 8.

Psemenle
   In their native cosm, the benthe did not simply communicate via pheromones.  They were psionic, with most individuals developing the four basic 
power groups (Defenses, Kinesis, Senses, and Telepathy).  They use these powers to see, speak, and affect the world around them.  Shelter, and other
tools, common to most civilizations, are all created through the use of telekinesis.  
   Most impressive is that the benthe possess a form of collective unconscious, which serves as an 'online library.'  Knowledge, art, literature, all are 
stored in this manner.  Whenever a benthe wishes to access such information, they simply tap into this group mind, to experience it.  This method 
allows for faster access, and greater understanding than physical data storage used in other cosms.  But, under the Law of Social Dynamics, it is 
possible for the information to be edited over time.  Even hard facts can be rewritten in accordance with popular opinion.
   This was the benthe's downfall during Kaah's invasion.  Those who transformed could still be read.  The more who transformed, the more others 
saw transformation as a desirable thing.
   The benthe in the cosm today, remember that time as a confused, dreamlike, memory – not precisely good or bad.  Yet.  The 'leaders' of benthe 
society – the most charismatic and well-spoken – are advocating two extremes of action.  
   Some wish to remain in isolation, hoping that the edeinos will not come again.  They argue that untold quantities of knowledge were lost in the 
invasion, and that however Psemenle has gotten a second chance, they must not allow it to fall again.
   The other side of the debate favors exploration.  In order to recover, or replace the lost knowledge, the benthe must spread out across the 
cosmverse, and seek out new knowledge.
Axioms
Magic: 2.  Very little magical understanding.
Social: 28.  Benthe society is highly developed.  Every benthe takes part in every major decision – to the extent they wish.  Benthe are capable of 
   using Telepathy, Empathy, and Emotion Projection the way humans use simple oratory.  A benthe 'statesman' truly can win over the hearts and 
   minds of its' crowd.
Spirit: 9.  The benthe have little interest in higher powers, and this axiom primarily serves as a supplement to the social axiom to permit psionics.
Tech: 15.  The benthe are capable of renaissance level technology, though in practice, the use of psionic power replaces most actual tools.  
   Telekinesis is used to actively manipulate the world directly, forgoing the need for levers, wheels, or the like.



World Laws
Law of Social Dynamics  - Utilizes the Social axiom to permit social modification – a method of literally changing the way people think.
Law of Kinetics – All benthe possess psionics (Kinesis, Defense, Senses and Telepathy), this law makes the difficulty of certain Kinesis powers 
easier.  A way of compensating for the benthe's lack of hands.
  Telekinetic Flight: DN 13.  Teleportation (Object): DN 15.  Teleportation (Self): DN 20.
  Benthe also have access to Telekinetic Attack, from the Coar group, as a Kinesis power, DN 10.  Note: the Coar Power Emotion Projection is also 
available to the benthe as an innate biological ability.

Keta Ker
   The first world conquered by Baruk Kaah.  Though populated by edeinos, it bore resemblance to the Earth nation of Russia.  Or rather the largest 
nation (covering about 1/3 of the single continent) of that cosm did.
   The resurrected Keta Ker may not be long lived.  The pocket cosm is being invaded by the ustanah.  It may be possible for the Saar's army to repel 
them.  But not likely.
Axioms
Magic: 6.  Simple Divination is possible, though it requires considerable talent, and years of study.
Social: 10. A feudal government, consisting of the Saar (leader), nobles (landowners), and serfs (everyone else).
Spirit: 11. The people of Keta Ker worshiped a number of gods, representing various aspects of nature.  The most powerful was a Earth Mother 
   goddess, which was co-opted by Kaah.
Tech: 10. Only slightly more advanced than the Living Land.  
World Laws
Law of Endurance – the people of Keta Ker are exceptionally hardy.  Their Endurance is treated as one higher for purposes of resisting disease, pain 
   (including shock points), and poisons or intoxicants.
Law of Superstition – the people of Keta Ker will easily believe the strange and unusual.  This gives them a -1 to willpower against persuasion in 
   such cases.  Also, if enough people believe in something, it becomes true.

Quilluru
   This world is a mausoleum.  Visitors have described step pyramids, and other buildings, of Akashan design.  All is in ruins, though there is 
sufficient evidence to believe this cosm once had some contact with the Star Sphere.  Oddly, the surviving hieroglyphics depict edeinos and humans 
side by side.  
   Beneath the think jungle foliage, and crumbling out walls, much of the city remains hidden.  It is possible that this world can reveal lost secrets 
about the race that taught the Akashans.
   The axioms and world laws of this cosm are lost, along with its populace.  Today, the reality of the Lost Worlds holds sway.  The Law of Lost 
Things does not generate the Deep Mist, or cause travelers to lose their possessions.  Instead, it is the history and origins of this world that are lost.

Keretia Ker
   This unusual cosm consists of a bowl, 15,000km in diameter, resting in a pool of lava, beneath a stone ceiling.  Parts of the ceiling are reflective 
metal, others dark stone.  As the bowl spins, when the metallic portions are overhead, it reflects light from the lava down into the bowl.
   The world has three climatic zones.  Below the lava level, the bottom of the bowl (which registers as 'north' on the compasses of travelers from 
beyond) is an arid desert.  The middle third of the bowl is tropical.  The upper third, nearing the lip, is merely warm temperate, but as the region is 
almost entirely unexplored, it is believed to be uninhabitable.
   A massive continent covers the desert zone, with one end – about 8000km long – extends 3000km into the tropical zone.  This is where the 
majority of the cosm's population can be found.  A smaller, 5000km, region extends into the tropical zone an average of 1000km.  Beyond the 
continent are a number of relatively small – none more than 500km in any dimension – islands.
   Like Takta Ker, reptiles are the dominant life forms, and edeinos the sentient species.
   The larger tropical zone is home to a hundred small city-states and kingdoms, all of which have been subjugated to the rule of Chaema, and its 
leader, Optantiad Teispes.  The empire has further expanded to all the islands it can easily reach.  The need for further expansion – a means to keep 
the people focused, to prevent insurrection – is proving difficult.  Fortunately, recent exploration has found a tunnel on one of the outer islands, 
which leads to the edge of Pyrian territory.
   On the far side of the world, unknown to the Chaema, are the lands of nomadic tribes of lokritosk riders.  Though the tribes have warred against 
each other since the beginning of time, a chieftain, Ruga, has begun to unite the tribes.  He has convinced them to cross the desert, to reach the lush 
lands on the other side.  And take them.
   This cosm shares the axioms and world laws of the Living Land.  Some speculate that it may, in fact, reside within the Land Below.  Oddly, this 
world has no memory of being conquered by Baruk Kaah.



CHAPTER FIVE 
RULES

Character Creation
   Rules for Character Creation can be found in the Core Rule Book.  Masterbook Racial Packages can be found in the Core Binder (Edeinos, Human 
(including Darooni, Keefee, and Leopard Man, Ohibi, Pyrian), and Keefee, and viable for PCs).  All Living Land characters do not require the 
Miracles advantage, and may take Prayers even if they do not start with the Focus skill.  Any non-ravagon characters may purchase Pulp Powers 
from the list in the Land Below Sourcebook.  Ravagons follow the standard rules for their race.

Skills
Perception
Direction Sense – as per R&E.  This skill is not Difficult to characters from the Living Land, Land Below, or Tz'Ravok.
Language – Specific Languages include: Benthe (olfactory language), Darooni, Edeinal, Keefee, Leopard Man, Ohibi, Pyrian, Ravagon, Serpentor, 
   Stalenger (visual language), Ustanah (mix of Verbal and olfactory)
Mind
Craftmanship – Specific Limitations include: armor, cook, leatherworking, melee weapons, missile weapons, pottery, smithing, weaving
Spirit
Faith – Specific Faiths include: Cobra Cult, Holuku, Irshantism, Karruk/Darok, Keta Kalles, Mehret, Olakaa, Raya, Rek Stalek, Ustanah
Possibility Rip – as Per R&E, ravagon only
Possibility Sense – as Per R&E, ravagon only

Deep Mist Range Modifier
Pure or Dominant Zone Mixed Zone
Day Night* Day Night*
  0-10m +0 0-5m +0 0-1km +0 0-500m +0
11-20m +1/m (max +10) 6-10m +2/m (max +10) 1.1-2km +1/100m 550m-1km +1/50m
* Use the greater penalty for Mist or Darkness

Engineering
   Engineers are very rare in the Lost Worlds, more so than in the Nile Empire.  They have access to all the spells and abilities noted in the Nile 
Empire Sourcebook, as well as the following spell.  (Consider this the magical equivalent of Weird Science).

Magical Enhancement
Axiom Level: 10 
Skill: alteration/engineering
Backlash: 18
Difficulty: 22
Effect Value: 24
Bonus Number to: Effect
Range: 10 (100 meters)
Duration: 58 (10,000 Years)
Cast Time: 29 (one week)
Manipulation: unknown

   Magical enhancement allows the engineer to design portions of a building to exceed what physics would consider "safe" weight loads and design.  
The spell uses magic energy to support and strengthen the structure at hand.  
   In practice, the spell is used to create winding staircases without central supports, impossibly thin columns to support heavy roofs, very thin walls 
to support multi-story structures (which are very difficult to build considering the available materials).
   When the spell is cast, compare the effect value to the Toughness or Strength of the material (use whichever attribute is higher).   Add the result 
points directly to the material's Strength and Toughness. The spell affects a 25 meter sphere, although the engineer may choose to affect a lesser area 
as long as it is entirely within the spherical area of effect.

Pulp Powers
   As per the rules laid out in Land Below, and the standard rules.  Character's may select powers during character creation as an Advantage (value 
equal to the Adventure Cost in 1st edtion), this requires a Disadvantage of equal value.



Miracles
Keta Kalles
   All Jakatts may select a number of Prayers equal to their Faith adds.  Optants may select a number of prayers or rituals equal to their Faith and 
Focus adds.  Additional miracles cost 1 Possibility, or 1 week of learning for Ords.
   The following prayers are available, and very common among the Jakatts.

Create Tools
Spiritual Rating: 23
Community Rating: 8
Difficulty Number: Varies
Range: Touch
Duration: Until Replanted
Effect: Transforms living matter into useful tools
Attainment Rating: 8
   The Jakatt touches a tree, or other living plants (this prayer will not reshape rocks, animals, or people), and utters a prayer, defining his needs.  The difficulty of the 
miracles is based on the effect value of the item.  
Example Items Difficulty
Clothing, Gourd 2
Hatchet 3
Hut (4 person) 4
Canoe (6 person) 6
   When the Jakatt is finished with the item, he replants it, and it resumes its original form.  Specific individual variations on this prayer can be derived for weapons, 
armor, or more complex tools.  The difficulty of such prayers is the bonus value minus one (minimum of 2).  i.e. Wooden Armor that provides TOU+4 (maximum 
allowable) is difficulty 3; but leafweave (TOU+2) would be difficulty 2.

Alien Voice
Spiritual Rating: 12
Community Rating: 12
Difficulty Number: 10
Range: Self
Duration: 23 (1 week)
Effect: Allows a Jakatt to understand and speak in a language their biology did not intend
Attainment Rating: 15
   This prayer allows a non-stalenger to speak via colored displays on their skin; a non-benthe to speak via pheremones; one of those races to speak verbally; or any 
other alien form of communication.  Successfully invoking this prayer confers basic proficiency (2 adds) in one chosen language that she is physically incapable of 
speaking normally.  If the character already has adds in the language (ability to understand without speaking) these adds do not stack – choose the better option.

Rek Stalek
   All Jakuttas may select a number of Prayers equal to their Faith adds.  Gotaks may select a number of prayers or rituals equal to their Faith and 
Focus adds.  Additional miracles cost 1 Possibility, or 1 week of learning for Ords.

Ustanah Religion
   Ustanah Shaman may select a number of miracles equal to their Faith and Focus adds.  Additional miracles cost 1 Possibility, or 1 week of learning
for Ords.  Queens will generally possess all miracles available.  

Prayers of (Ustanah)
Animal Rage
Animal Speech (Insects only)
Banish
Bless
Bless Wings
Boost Damage
Bravery
Call Animals
Cause Confusion
Capture Web
Catalepsy
Cause Pain
Conflict
Cure Poison
Curse
Deafness
Death-Sleep
Detect Deception
Detect Miracle
Earth Swallow
Earth's Ear
Ecstasy
Endurance
Fanaticism
Fear
First Strike
Flame Aura
Heightened Dexterity

Heightened Hearing
Heightened Sight
Heightened Taste
Heightened Touch
Increased Strength
Increased Toughness
Intensify Emotions
Kill Technology
Leap
Miracle Shield
Natural Protection
Pass Quietly
Petrify
Reduce Toughness
Reverse Emotions
Spiritual Protection
Walk on Water (Range: Touch)
Ward Danger
Wasp Touch
Weaken
Wing Snare

Rituals of (Ustanah)
Beacon
Bless Battle
Bless Missile
Bless Weapon
Blessing Vow
Call Giant Wasp
Communicate with Animal Spirit
Curse
Dispel Curse
Faith Armor
Feast
Healing
Healing Waters
Mark Prey
Mental Link
Mystic Armor
Painless Kill
Pathway
Poisonberry
Portent
Power of the Beast
Prowess
Ritual of Power
Ritual of Purification
Sanctum
Sword Master
Trap



Equipment
   Most of the peoples of the Lost World use the common weapons and equipment found in the Core Rulebook and Land Below, consult the 
Equipment Tables.

G-Ray Technology
   The people of the Utku Sphere have mastered the G-Ray.  G-Rays are the force that causes things to fall down, but it is possible to harness that 
power, and direct it.  This leads to both weapons and Airships.  G-Rays are effectively an unlimited source of ammunition and propulsion power.
   There are two basic types of G-Ray weapons.  Pistols are hand held weapons, just like those used in other cosms.  Cannons are larger weapons 
mounted on ships.
   Airships are found in three basic sizes: One man fliers, Skiffs, and Cruisers.  Fliers are used as scouts, and defensive screens for larger vessels.  
Skiffs are used for passenger or cargo transport, usually over short distances.  Cruisers may vary in size (the term is a catchall for what could actually
range from scouts to dreadnoughts) and the statistics are for a medium sized vessel.
   All vessels require the Law of Wonders and an effective Magic Axiom of 12, otherwise a Tech Axiom of 30 is required.  The Utku Sphere is rich in 
gems and precious metals, as such, it is of little value, and economics are based more on land and services.  As such prices are given in Core Earth 
Dollars for reference purposes.

Weapon Damage Range (S/M/L) Price (Dollars/Value)  
G-Ray Pistol 20 3-150/350/500 3000  (18)
G-Ray Cannon 30 100-1k/2.5k/4k 30,000 (23)

Vehicle Speed (kmh/mph/value) Man. Wt. Pass. TOU Price Armament
Flier 400/250/15 +4 13 1(2) 12 25,000 (22) 2 forward G-Ray Pistols
Skiff 125/80/13 +0 23 6-10 22 140,000  (26) 3 G-Ray Cannons (Bow, and both sides)
Cruiser 60/38/12 -3 35 400 40 10B (50) 20-40 G-Ray Cannons



APPENDIX
LEREHOLM

   As a reward for services rendered, the Gaunt Man allowed Sabathine  to reshape a pocket dimension into a virtual duplicate of Lereholm, as a 
"home away from home" between campaigns. Although this Lereholm is but a pale shadow of its predecessor's glory, it is still a fair representation of
what that world was like.

Axioms 
Magic Axiom: 11
   Lereholm's Magic axiom is high enough to permit the existence of undead and other beings that require magic to survive. Enchanted weapons and 
other tools are possible, but the spells cast on them will wear off over time. Still, the existence of the above named creatures ensures that tribal 
spellcasters spend most of their time creating magical weaponry and protective charms. Of the four types of magic, only conjuration is rarely 
attempted.  Alteration magic is extremely popular, particularly spells that involve transforming enemies into creatures.

Social Axiom: 6
   Lereholm social structure is tribal in nature. Due to the harsh living conditions on this world, discipline is harsher than is usual at this low a Social 
axiom. Each tribe is ruled by a matriarch. Every member of every tribe knows his or her place; they also know that they have a place, even if it is 
only as a transformed guard beast. Due to the tribes' all-meat diet, tightly-organized hunting bands are the closest thing they have to military 
discipline. 

Spiritual Axiom: 12
   Lereholm's Spiritual axiom is slightly higher than its Magic axiom, so holy weapons are slightly more common than their magical counterparts.  
The latter, incidentally, are invariably in the form of a bone version of the tribal holy symbol, the Vassen (a circle with a triangle inside it). Fairly 
potent miracles are common, due to the fact that each matriarch is also priestess for her tribe. (Sabathine relinquished this power in exchange for the 
Gaunt Man's "gifts.") Lereholm's religion is of a shamanistic nature.

Technological Axiom: 4
   Lereholm's Tech axiom is the lowest recorded thus far, even lower than that of the wving Land. The tribes are still in the Stone Age, as well as the 
Ice Age, on this frozen world. Stonetipped spears, stone knives and daggers, and stone-headed maces and axes share prominence with clubs as the 
cosm's predominant weaponry. Armor consists of hides and furs, and is worn as much for protection from the weather as from enemies.  
   Several factors conspire to keep the axiom low. First, agriculture is all but impossible on Lereholm: there are no plants extant which are edible for 
humans.  Some of the smaller game animals have been herded into caverns and sealed in until needed, but true domestication is unknown. Any guard
beast encountered will be a transformed human, not a true animal. Finally, the fierce winds that constantly blow discourage research into missile 
weapons such as bows and slings; spears in Lereholm are only for thrusting.  
   Although trees are present on Lereholm, harvesting them is so time consuming and difficult that woodworking is almost unknown, with bone and 
stone taking its place.  

World Laws
The Law of Community
   Due to the fact that tribes must work together to accomplish anything, the Law of Community has evolved so that every action has a  better chance 
of succeeding if other members of one's tribe are present. When a character is part of a group of 10 or more, any action he takes will receive an 
automatic +1 to succeed. This effect is unconscious; the other members of the group improve the odds by their very presence. Due to the small size 
of most Storm Knight bands, this is an excellent reason for adventurers to make an effort to recruit  locals (and for the players to engage in 
roleplaying).

The Law of Matriarchy
   As LerehoLm's power is concentrated in female hands, the Law of Matriarchy provides an automatic +1 to any action by a female of an intelligent 
species. If the woman is part of a group, of 10 or more, she may boost the modifer to +2 by taking advantage of the Law of Community. (She gains 
no additional bonus by being in a group of 10 or more women.) 

The Cosm
   Lereholm is a land of icy wastes, vast tundras, snow-covered mountains and dark forests of twisted trees. This world is very much in thegrip of an 
Ice Age, one that has existed for tens of millions of years.  
   The wind always blows here in powerful gusts, so much so that missile weapons are unreliable. Unless one is firing with the wind directly at one's 
back, all missile Weapons checks will have +4 added to their difficulty.  Rounds from chemically-propelled weapons suffer a +7 to their difficulty of 
hitting. These restrictions do not apply when firing at point·blank range.
   Save for inside the caverns, ranged weapon attacks can only be reliably made with energy weapons, magic and miracles.  
   Many of the mountains are made of limestone and tend to be full of caverns.  The folk of Lereholm have expanded and connected all of these 
caverns and laboriously dug out new ones as shelter from both weather and beasts. Unfortunately, they must often leave their fortresslike homes in 
order to go hunting, so the monsters of Lereholm have a good chance of getting them almost every day.
   Due to the gradual pace at which the Ice Age approached, most of the Cosm's animal life was able to evolve and adapt with it. All  reptiles have 
had their scales modified into a form of feathers, providing both insulation and armor.  Thus, Storm Knights crossing a river are vulnerable to 
crocodile attack everywhere; the thing just has a layer of feathers like those of a penguin, with a roll of blubber underneath.  
   There have been no complete extinctions of animal life in the history of this pocket dimension, though many species have had their former range 
reduced to a single continent.  Mammal-like reptiles, dinosaurs, giant flightless birds (flight is difficult, if not impossible, in Lereholm's winds-, +5 to
flight difficulties), and huge mammals all share the cosm.  Dinosaurs and mammal-like reptiles now sport feathers or fur (note that this evolution 
does not affect the creature's Toughness and armor adds. This stat is the same as before. Thus, gamemasters can hit players with beasts that look 
different, but are really as dangerous as in the past.) Interestingly, all of Lereholm's creatures are extremely large - this is an evolutionary adaptation 
due to the fact that large animals lose body heat much more slowly than smaller ones.



   Most of Lereholm's humans live on the continent of Volklandia, the only one of the six continents to have been named by the people.
   Many carnivores on Lereholm have subspecies with sabreteeth.  Other unusual inhabitants include hill bears (the name refers to the animal's size, 
not its habitat) and the branch-tusked mammoth. The latter's tusks have short, curved branches protruding at intervals from either side, making them 
cruel but effective slashing weapons.  There is also the ditracha, a flightless bird the height of a four-story building, with an ostrichlike build, 
powerful clawed legs that can deliver a deadly kick, and a yard-long hooked beak.
   In addition, there are wolves the size of Kodiak bears, ox-sized wolverines, and a host of other reasons why human hunting parties on Lereholm 
never goout with fewer than 10 members, and often a good deal more. Fortunately for hunters, prey animals are even more numerous, and often one 
kill can feed the entire tribe.
   The cosm's high Magic axiom allows for the existence of various Horrors, who were an invaluable aid to the Gaunt Man when he invaded the 
original. Lereholm's undead are almost always of human form, though occasionally an animal also joins the ranks of the reanimated.  Air elementals 
are the most common type of true elementals encountered here.  In addition, hybrid elementals of snow and ice have also been encountered here.



GEHENNA

   Gehenna is a domed world of eerie horror, whose entrance is found (naturally) beneath the realm of Orrorsh.  Unlike most domed worlds, it has no 
sun, only a moon, Nafaria.  Thus, Gehenna is eternally lit by a full moon.  Life (such as it is) is maintained by a natural form of occult magic. 

Axioms
   This domed world has the same axioms as the Land Below in general, including Merretika.
   For the most notable example, Gehenna's magic is occult magic, just like that of Orrorsh.  Thus, all nonnative spells cast, save for the complicated 
magic of Orrorsh and the Nile, will create a one-case contradiction.  Not that native spells will be cast all that frequently, either; save for a handful of 
undead who knew magic in life, there are virtually no spellcasters in Gehenna.  Rather, magic is mainly employed in its other role, to allow the 
existence of creatures that cannot survive without a magical environment.  There are no grimoires or easy-to-find compilations of magic in this 
dimension.  
   The other axioms are similarly not used to their potential.  Undead with spiritual power are even rarer than undead mages, and there are not holy 
sites here.  Rude clubs are the only weapons used; the majority of this world's inhabitants need no weapons beyond those they are "naturally" gifted 
with.  The largest groupings of undead and other creatures are tribes, not even reaching the level of organization found among the Pyrians in 
Merretika.
   By now, you're probably wondering what there is to Gehenna. "No magic, no miracles, no society, no gear - doesn't it have anything?"  Yes, 
Gehenna does have one thing in abundance: horror.

World Laws
The Law of Fear (Modified)
   Gehenna possesses a modified version of one of Orrorsh's world laws, the Law of Fear.  Unlike the original version, there is no Perseverance to 
deal with here, due mainly to the fact that there are no helpless victims to be slaughtered to stiffen the party's resolve.  There are also no places or 
people they can visit to research the True Death of a monster - Storm Knights in Gehenna are essentially on their own.
   Instead, Storm Knights must make a willpower roll of 13 whenever they meet one of Gehenna's monsters or they will be unable to fight it, hiding, 
fainting or running away as circumstances warrant.  The gamemaster may wish to make the difficulty number higher when the characters confront 
stronger, possibility-rated opponents.
   As in Orrorsh, characters operating under the Power of Fear will be unable to invoke reality storms or play for the critical moment when using their
cards.  In the former case, the offending Storm Knight disconnects and transforms to Gehenna's reality; in the latter, the players watch the 
gamemaster take all their cards and get nothing but a cold smile in return. 

The Law of Despair
   Gehenna's bleak, lonely moors, stark, craggy cliffs, fetid swamps and bubbling magma pits have a devastating effect on the psyches of those who 
adventure there. Anyone who stays in Gehenna for more than a day must, starting on the second day of his stay, make a daily willpower check with a 
difficulty number of 12.  If she succeeds, great; if she fails, her willpower value drops by -l.  If she does not have willpower, decrease her Spirit 
value.  
   When willpower reaches 0, the character's mind is broken and she will be unable to face up the monsters of Gehenna.  Then begin subtracting 
points from Mind on unsuccessful willpower rolls - when Mind reaches 0, she dies.
   Points can be restored, but as can be imagined, it's tedious process. The Storm Knight gains back one lost point for every two consecutive days of 
successful willpower checks.  Note that this only works within Gehenna - if she leaves the pocket dimension with a reduced willpower or Mind, it 
will stay at that level until she returns and faces up to her fears.

The Law of Targeting Threats
   As in Orrorsh, the monsters in Gehenna have very specific powers which vary from one individual to another, including weaknesses and True 
Deaths.  However, finding these Achilles heels is more difficult in Gehenna, and the world has a way of making things rough on those characters 
who can inflict True Death on a major opponent.
   When the party is preparing to face the primary opponent in an adventure, the Storm Knight best able to inflict True Death upon the monster will 
find himself the primary target of all the creature's attacks.  Even if other characters are wounded, unconscious, or staked out as sacrifices, the 
monster and its minions will still target that one character.
   The definition of what makes one most dangerous to a particular monster depends on that creature's True Death.
 
TheCosm
   Gehenna is a gloomy place, one whose terrain seems taken out of every horror tale ever written.  Stark, windswept moors, swamps filled with evil 
stenches and swirling mist, massive, barren mountains and collections of lava pits that seem to be part of Hell itself - this is the terrain of Gehenna, 
all illuminated by the full moon. The air is always in motion here; it may be the slightest of breezes or a gale-force windstorm.  And as it moves, it 
brings with it a chill clamminess and the faint scent of death.
   The creatures of Gehenna are much the same as those of Orrorsh: Others, amphids, skarths, zombies, zuvembies, wights, ghosts, ghouls, animated 
skeletons, and vampyres.  There are also creatures unique to this horror world, from things like literal demons and devils to vast, shapeless 
monstrosities of the kind seen only in the dreams of Ahjebax.  Marine life is similarly horrid, from demonic sea serpents and fishlike monsters to 
beautiful mermaids who retain their lovely forms only long enough to lure the unwary into their clutches.
   True Deaths are far less complex here, usually involving being slain with a particular type of weapon (firearm, energy weapon, etc.) to a combat 
spells from a particular school of conventional magic (inanimate forces, metal, etc.) to a particular religion's combat miracles or some pulp power.  
There is no Waiting Village - instead, the soul of a temporarily slain creature roams the world in disembodied form for a week or so, before entering 
the body of a newly created monster. 
   Gehennan monsters do not have Corruption Values, Fear Ratings of Perseverance DNs.  They have one weakness and True Death apiece.  They are 
also eligible for the full range of special powers enjoyed by Orrorshan Horrors.  Intelligent monsters are relatively scarce here.


